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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, June 24, 1918 In Our 99th Year
ger & Times
15e Per Copy Volume 99 No 149
Dr. L. J. Hortin
Will Instruct
Workshop Course
Dr, I.. J. Hortin, who taugiit jour-
nalism at two universities for 46 years
before his retirement in 1974, will in-
struct the articles course ag - during
the eighth Jesse Stuart ireative
Writing workshop at Murray State
University July 10-28.





was begun in 1969
Hortin taught at
Murray State 26.
years and was jour-
nalism chairman at
the time of his
DR. HORTIN retirement. He also
taught 20 years at Ohio University in
Athens, where he was director of the
school of Journalism.
The course he will teach is one of five
to be offered during the workshop,
along with poetry, the short story, the
novel, and writing for children. An
anthology of outstanding student work
has been published by Murray State
from the workshop each year.
Hortin, who holds honorary doctoral
degrees conferred on him by Murray
State and McKendree College, where he
earned the undergraduate degree in
1927, is known in journalism circles
across the country.
In addition to his long teaching ex-
perience, he has been involved in
covering the news with the Associated
Press, United Press, the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, and the Louisville Courier-
Journal, as well as other newspapers
and professional magazines.
Articles written by Hortin have ap-
peared in such national publications as
"Broadcasting Magazine," "Editor
and Publisher," and "Journalism
Quarterly." His background also in-
cludes work as a contributing editor of
"Photolith Magazine."
He was presented the distinguished
service to journalism award by the
Ohio Newspaper Association in 1967 and
the honor award by Ohio University in
1969.
Two of his former students—Gene
Graham and the late John Fet-
terman—won Pulizer Prizes. Graham,
a Nieman Fellow and former faculty
member at the University of Illinois,
won an individual Pulitzer Prize in 1962
for his reporting with the Nashville
Tennessean. Fetterman won his in-
dividual Pulitzer Prize in 1969 for
general local reporting with the
Courier-Journal after sharing in one for
a community service series on strip
mining two years earlier.
Several of Hortin's other students
have achieved high sucess, including
John Mack Carter, editor-in-chief of
"Good Housekeeping," and Dr. Forrest
C. Pogue, director of the George C.
Marshall Research Foundation Library
at Arlington, Va.
Additional workshop information
may be obtained by writing or calling:
Martha Guier, Coordinator, Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop,
Ordway Hall, Murray State University.
sr'
•
WINS NATIONAL HONOR—Kristi Lynn Graham, five-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs, Jerry Graham of Almo, was named as
second runnerup at the national Little Miss Pageant held over the past
weekend at Roanoke, Va. The winner was Little Miss Wyoming. The
Murray girl was crowned as Kentucky little Miss 1978 at the third annual
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant held May 21 at Murray State University and
sponsored by the Omicron Alpha Chapter of the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Woodmen of the World Society. Forty-four contestants were in the
national contest competing in sports wear, short party dress, and long par-
ty dress. Little Miss Graham received a trophy, color portrait, $50 savings
bond, am-fm radio, bracelet, and necklace for the national honor. She will
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Mostly sunny, hazy, hot and
humid this afternoon and Tues-
day and partly cloudy and warm
tonight. Slight chance of af-
ternoon and evening thunder-
storms through the period. High
this afternoon in mid to upper 90s.
Low tonight in the low 70s. High
Tuesday in mid to upper 90s.
w.
Hires Teachers, Reviews Middle School
Calloway Board Protests
Grant Selection Process
Peaching positions, the system's
middle school proposal, and the
methods used in a recent gifted and
talented selection process were on the
agenda for Calloway County Board of
Education members in a special called
meeting early today.
Roard members, in a session that
began at 5:30 a.m. today, filled a
ruler of teaching positions in the
system. Otheri remain open, school
officials say. The board learned the
state Department of Education and
state fire marshal's office has okayed
preliminary plans for a middle school.
The board in turn passed a motion to
write a letter to Kentucky Department
of Education protesting the way recent
applications for gifted and talented
programs are evaluated and funded.
Kentucky Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education earlier this
month approved 23 projects for the
gifted and talented. An application
from Murray School System was
okayed while an application from
Calloway County School System was
turned down.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of
Calloway County schools, said today
that he and a number of other school
district heads across the state are
concerned about the methods used in
choosing which districts would share in
some $532,900 Kentucky General
Assembly ordered set aside for the
gifted and talented.
Rose pointed out that five school
officials from districts throughout the
state read and evaluated the program
application. Applications from their
districts, Rose said, were eventually
funded. -In fact, those five districts
received 34.54 percent of the total
allocated to the program," Rose said.
Among officials evaluating the
programs within the state Department
of Education, Dr. James Graham, head
of the Department, and department
officials Raymond Barber, Fred
Schultz and Randy Kimbrough,
programs from districts where they
once worked were also funded, Rose
pointed out. Schultz is the former
superintendent of Murray city schools.
Finally, districts where some state
school board members live were
also funded, the superintendent said.
Eighty-two districts statewide applied
for the money.
"There seems to be a great deal of
discussion among superintendents and
boards across the state (related to the
selection process)," Rose said.
Middle School
Rose said today Kentucky Fire
Marshal's office, along with Kentucky
Department of Education, has given
the okay for school system plans to
build a middle school.
Gingles and Harms, an architectural
firm in Nashville, is expected to begin
working on detailed plans for the
school.
The school may be bid by September,
Rose said. Tentative plans call for
locating the building on the Calloway
County High campus on College Farm
Road.
Board members early today hired
United States Air Force Retired Major
Freeman Burnham Dallas Jr. as the
July Circuit Court Session Set
A Marshall County man charged in
connection with the April abduction of a
Graves County woman and her child
will go on trial Monday, July 20.
According to court officials, the man
26-year-old Dennis Wayne Brown,
Route 1, Benton, faces two counts each
of kidnapping and sodomy. A Calloway
County Grand Jury indicted Brown in
early May in connection with the
alleged abduction.
Brown's case is one of over a dozen
set in a special court session beginning
July 10. A grand jury will not be called
for the special interim session, court
officials say.
Two other criminal trials are also
tentatively set July 20 — Com-
monwealth vs. Robert Brelsford, who
faces two theft indictments, and
Commonwealth vs. Charles Houston,
charged with wanton endangerment in
the first degree.
Criminal cases set July 24 include
Commonwealth vs. Michael Watts,
LE SHOWS END—Visitors, artists and craftsmen alike turned out in mass Saturday and Sunday during the Ninth
Annual LEK Arts and Crafts Festival held near the environmental education center at 1.11L In the picture to the left,
artist Stott Morris of Benton, Ill., does a landscape. In the center picture, belt maker Bob Shelton of Hopkinsville
charged with possession of a forged
prescription; Commonwealth vs. David
Elliot and Scotty Nolin, both charged
with two counts of third degree
burglary and one count of theft;
Commonwealth vs. Jerry Musgrove,
charged with theft; Commonwealth vs.
Dwayne Martin, charged with uttering
a forged prescription.
Cases set July 25 are Commonwealth
vs. Dwain Bennett, charged with
trafficking in Quaalude and possession
of a controlled substance in an illegal
container; Commonwealth vs. Greg
Lawson, theft; Commonwealth vs. Earl
Gibson, two counts of trafficking in
LSD: Commonwealth vs. Sharon
Gibson, charged in connection with
criminal facilitation in the trafficking
of LSD.
Two additional cases are also set July
25 — Commonwealth vs. Jennifer
Hinch, charged with uttering a forged
prescription; and Commonwealth vs.
Marcia Fielder, two counts of uttering a
forged prescription.
According to court officials, the
following jurors are expected to report
for duty July 10:
A. B. Crass, Route 8, Gatesborough;
Stephen Lee Barnett, Route 1; Billy
Cope Brandon, Box 294, Route 3;
Martha Story Butterworth, Route 7;
Anne T. Wood, 2006 Coldwater Road;
Cynthia Elnora Ashby, 804 Minerva;
Edna Starks Knight, 603 Main; Donald
Jones, Box 4, Route 1; Winsor Henry
Tripp, 806 Etawell ; Jenna Craig Carter,
Route 2, Box 69, Hazel, Ky.; John
Steelman Smock, Box 5676 Hart Hall;
Cozy Edith Garland, Box 80, Route 1;
James Henry Armstrong, Route 7;
Mary Holcomb Valentine, Greenbrier
Drive; Donald Earl Bennett, 806 South
16th; Ottis Lynn Valentine, 1517 Kirk-
wood; Beth Page Belote, 1511 Oxford
Drive; Virginia Bolen, 1507 Chaucer;
Dorothy A. Boone, 605 Main; Marjorie
See SPECIAL SESSION
Page 12, Column 5
commissioned officer for a USAF
junior ROTC program at Calloway
County High next fall.
Board members also hired Mrs.
Janet Kirk as a school nurse, Melisia
Moore, David Foley and Renee Ann
Bristow teachers at North. Rose said
other teaching positions remain open at
North Elementary.
In other board action early today:
— The board okayed the sale of five
used school buses by sealed bids for
$2,450.
See CALLOWAY BOARD





Plans are underway for the 15th
annual Miss Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen contest to be held Friday,
July 7, at 7:30 p.m. in the Lovett
auditorium on the Murray State
University campus.
The contest will be staged by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club in cooperation with the
Murray Jaycees. Proceeds will benefit
the Glenda Boone Memorial Scholar-
ship Fund and various local charities.
Any girl who is a resident of Calloway
County and has completed her junior or
senior year in high school is eligible to
enter the contest.
Larry England, speech and debate
coach at Calloway County High School,
will emcee the pageant.
Serving as Sigma Department co-
chairmen for the pageant are Nancy
Walston, Sue Spann, and Judy
Muehleman. Other chairmen and
members of committees are as follows:
Carol Barrett, Jean Hurt, Rainey
Apper son, awards; Lois Keller,
Georgiana Moffett, Lochie Landolt, and
3harcn Brown, Coke and swim party;
Sina Richardson, finance; Doris Cella
and Ellen Harrell, publicty; Mary Ann
Russell, Jane Sisk, and Sally Crass,
contestants and escorts; Judy Payne,
state decorations; Edwinna Simmons
and Brenda Marquardt, judges and
master of ceremonies; Pat Thompson,
music; Annie Knight, rehearsal;
Shirley Winters, Pat Binford, Janice
Austin, Sharon Wells, and Lynn
Houston, telephone; Julie Smith, Anna
Ruth Harris, Lucy Lilly, Ginny
Hopkins, Dixie Hopkins, Pat Moore,
Brenda Maddox, Jana Hughes, Annette
Alexander, Patsy Okley, Norma Frank,
Charlotte Gregory, Shirley Toon, and
Dean Poston, merchants; Mildred
Robertson, Betty -Gore, Karen Goetz,
Martha Pitman, and Mimi Ggurastazu,
equipment and program.
prepares a belt for a customer and in the picture at the right, crafts show visitors are reflected If a stained glass
mirror on eihibit at the festival.
Staff Photos by towel Atchley
„
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Horsemanship will open at
Murray State University and
continue until June 30.
Football camp will open at
Murray State University and
run through June 30. Call 762-
4159 for information.
Basketball camp for 'girls
will open at Murray State
University and run through
July 1. Call 762-4159 for in-
formation.
Lakeside Singers will give a
free performance at the
University Theatre of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. at
8:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Street. at
7.30p.m.
Tuesday, June 27
Tau Phi Lambda will meet
at the WOW Hall at seven p.m.
with Jackson as Hostess.
Lake Area Singles will meet
for a potluck dinner at the
Bank of Marshall County,
Benton, at seven p.m. This is
open to any person single by
reason of widowhood, divorce,
or never having been married.
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Silk flower making -class
will meet at ten a.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church.
Activities at Douglas
Nutrition Center will be bingo
at 11:30 a.m., lunch at noon,
and games at 12:30 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a picnic at the Dexter
Center at 9:30 a.m. For in-
formation call May Denny,
474-2712.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with singing at 10:30
a.m., monthly cleanup at 1045
a.m., lunch at noon, band
practice at one p.m., and
program by Memorial Baptist
Church Puppets at 1:30 p.m.
Walk interpreting night
sounds and sights near
Honker Lake will start at 8:30
p.m. at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes. Each is to
bring a flashlight.
Exhibit of drawings and
paintings by Sue Ann Sears,
Goshen, Ohio, will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, and , •
continue through July 9.
Wednesday, June 28
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center with Jean Cloar,
county agent in home
economics, to give a
demonstration on canning and
freezing at twelve noon.
LPERSIIIIAP
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Lowell (Tony Fofres is a
patient in Ward 6001, Western
State Hospital, Hopkinsville,
Ky., according to his mother,
Mrs. W. A. Forres of Hazel_
* SPECIAL *
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
JUNE 278 28 ONLY
Hamburger Steak Dinner
$199Reg. $265
INCLUDES 8 oz Hornburger Stook French Frees Stow Onion
Rings Rolls d Butter
Cypress Springs
Restuarant
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THIS IS AN anniversary month for the 1951 Murray High School graduates. They are left to right, front row, Lochie
Fay Hart, Betty Sue Hutson, Jenne Lou Jellison, Geneva Sue Allison, Sue Parker, Kay Weatherly, Ann Perry, Mrs.
George Hart-sponsor, Letha Lyons, Wanda McReynolds Cable, Glenda Kirkland, Myrtle Dunn, Peggy Rowland,
Ronald Jones; second row, Gene Hendon, Charles Skaggs, jimmy Jones, Mason Evans, Bobby Dowdy, Billy Joe
Parker, Thomas Lee Hopkins, William Thomas Parker, lames Dale Outland, Billy Outland, Bobby Foy, Tommy
Walton, Gene Wells, Zetta Yates, James Glasgow; third row, Gene Cohoon, Buddy Buckingham, Freida Jones, Sue
Jones, Shirley Henry, Nancy Wear, Carolyn Melugin, Mary Buchanan, Martha Parker, Wanda Vance, Zann Patton,








This is an anniversary
month for the 1951 Murray
High School graduates. Just
after graduation, they took an
all expense trip to the South.
Holding 43 tenth graders'
interest and inspiring them to
give their best to the next
three years that lead to
graduation, and to making a
class project work was
probably one of my biggest
challenges.
At the first class meeting, iI
was their class advisor Gene
Hendon, the president said,
"Mrs. Hart, we have talked
since we were in grade school
about going on a senior trip.
We have been paying $2.00
class dues since we were in the
seventh grade. If such a thing
is possible, we want to spend
the next three years making
plans for that trip. As advisor,
do you feel that you could go
along with the idea and help
us?"
So far as I knew there had
never been such a project in
the history of the school. "If
you have been dreaming of
this for the years. and you
really want to work as a class
to raise the money. I'll talk
with Mr. Moser, our principal.
and Superintendent Carter.
Mr. Carter, believed in class
participation. He asked me to
write to a travel agency and
get particulars for such a trip.
At the next class meeting. I
told them that Mr. Carter
approved. "Where do you
want to go?"
-To New Orleans. We have
always talked of going there. .
down south to the Gulf and to
Biloxi, maybe."
The inquiry' for information
to New Orleans and Biloxi
resulted in a plan for a five-
day trip, all expenses paid, by
a streamliner and bus for
$48.50 per student. This meant
Cieti
Ada $3.00, Child $1.50
No Passes
No Bargain Nite
that a sum of approximately
$1,988 would have to be raised.
Another conference with the
superintendent.
"Do you have plans about
how you are going about
leading the class to get ready




Class officers, Gene Hen-
don, Buddy. Buckingham,
Jimmy Jones and Gene
Cohoon were with me at this
conference and had the plans
on paper.
Gene said," We want you to
be for the plan, first, then our
parents need to hear abolit
this." Jimmy Jones, who was
never without words said,"
We have planned a pot-luck
supper in the cafeteria and
invited all the parents and,
you, too, Mr. Carter," to get
their approval. This was done
in October. Parents were
there. This year's parents
were the most cooperative
group I have known. They
were excited.
Money Making Plans
The class was divided into
committee to plan and lead
the financial project. There
was the "Hobo" day when all
hired out to a Saturday date.
Washing windows, house
cleaning, clerking in stores --
and at the end of the day
parents had hot dogs cooked in
an iron pot in the fireplace in
the Woman's Club House. The
"Hobos" brought their ear-
rungs and deposited them in
the depository presided over
by the treasurer, Gene
Cohoon. They ate the food and





Each class in school con-
tributed an act in a chapel
program one evening near
graduation. Each of the 12
class presentations was given
at an imaginary train stop
enroute from Fulton to Biloxi
The auditirourn was over-
flowing and so was the money
bag. When the night's ear-
nings were counted, the travel




Graduation first, then the
trip. Parents formed a
caravan of cars filled with
seniors and their luggage and
delivered the group to Fulton
depot. To students' surprise,
there were boxes and sacks of
sandwiches and -cookies to be
eaten enroute to Memphis.
Thoughtful parents!
To many of the grads it was
their first time to ride a train.
Our tour director seemed to
have the train and all em-
ployees at his command. The
students were given a tour —
engine to caboose and given




A dining room near the
Memphis station, was waiting
for the special guests. White
linen clothes covered the
tables and red linen napkins
folded to cone-shape
astounded our tired eyes.
We had tp wait their for the
train that took us. to Jackson,
Mississippi. It was reported
that some of the boys spent
most of their money playing
the pinball machines in




We had a wait Sunday
morning in Jackson, and I
went with Ann Fenton to
mass. Later in the afternoon
_we arrived at the Biloxi Hotel.
Our bus drove to the hotel
entrance - and then a big
happy surpise - Noble Knight.
was there wiating for his high
school class arrival. He was in
full uniform, Air Force and
based near Biloxi. He had
become impatient with school
and signed with the military.
He later returned to school
and received his diploma.
In the back lobby reserved
for us, we had church ser-
vices. Zann Patton and Zetta
Yates had brought com-
munion supplies and prepared
the table. Bobby Foy and
Thomas Hopkins presided at
the selrvice that included
prayer, , songs, and ob-
servation of the Lord's Sup-
per. Our -.luggage was piled
around and used for extra
seats. All this took place




We took the ferry to Ship
Island, and on this trip Martha
Carter, a teacher, and Ruby
Melugin, representing the
parents, shared my position as
chaperones. A military Air




Including our garden-fresh salad
$2.39
With fries or baked potato
and topping, and Stockade
Toast, salad, drink.





military escort for every girl,
it seemed.
By the time the ferry boat
had gotten the engines going
there on the rail sides was a
string - a girl-a military man,
a girl, a young man - all with
their arms around his escort -
folks they had never seen. The
young men were a beautiful
sight - all dressed for their
leave, in-starched white.
Chaperones Hold Conference
This conduct, in public at
least, was frowned on in those
days. So Martha, Ruby and I
said, "We've got to uphold our
so we walked behind the
happy couples and touched the
young men's arms, and smiled
a "no no".
The large white hotel we
lived in. in Biloxi, was a joy.
We slept with the French
windows open, and the sweet
magnolia scented evening air,
and the nightingales singing
softly made our nights.
The trip included visits to
Historical Beaufoir, the home
of Jefferson Davis, swimming
on the beach; and in New
Orleans the Spanish Gabildo,
the St. Louis Cathedral,
Pirates Alley, the slave
market, and eating dinner in
famous French restaurants.
Our train ride home at night
was an occasior, of joke
telling, showing of purchases,
ukulele strumming, har-
monizing, and sleepy folks.
Waiting for the class at Fulton
upon its arrival was another
caravan of cars i. take us
home.
Even though some of the
class had to do summer school
work to finish, I think
everyone of them graduated.
I'd Do It
Again
Twenty seven years later -
How do I feel about this
challenge? "I'd do it again.




secretaries, at home and all
over the world.
Success in school and
human relationship and
success in life, resulted from
class, school, parent-teacher
cooperation from the first




FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 27, 197s
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign •
ARIES
i Mar_ 21 to Apr 201 eril."4
Tone down your innate
aggressiveness and self-will
now. Certain associates will be
oversensitive; will resent in-
terference of any kind.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1'1°67
A top performance needs only
your, good management and
willpower — rarely found
wanting in the Taurean. Don't
waste time on nonessentials
and, above all, don't un-
derestimate minor gains.
GEMINI a(May 22 to June 211
Fine Mercury influences. A
favorable report now gives you
the "green light" to go ahead
with important plans, decisions.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
A more or less routine day,
but some slightly un-
conventional and off-beat ac-
tivities during the evening
hours could be fun,
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124- :-
Stimulating influences now
heighten your ambitions and
energies, but don't overtax
yourself. Delegate some tasks
to asseciates.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "Pi -1.
A good day for dealing with





Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
This could be a livelier day
than anticipated, and YOU can
meet all situations with grace
and agility. Romance favored.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22i
A fine outlook. Avoid the
unconventional, hasty or
erratic, however. You have real
opportunity to achieve; dori
spoil it through indifference
sporadic effort.
SAGITTARIUS eNov. 23 to Dec. 210
Some interesting activities
indicated, but certain "dull.'
matters will require attention .
nonetheless. Attack with
determination and a realistic
point of view.
CAPRICORN
iDec. 22 to Jan. 20, id
An appropriate time for
reconnaissance. Make sure of
all procedures. Review
precedents and experiences al
others for enlightenment.
AQUARIUS
c Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ""b-
You must recognize your
limitations, of course, but DC
strive to widen your boundries,
broaden your horizons. Your
imagination at a peak now.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i fti
Your intuition is one of the
strongest in the zodiacal
spectrum. I( ,,you get a hunch
now, act oit'ff-7 Stars are on your
side.
YOU BORN TODAY are
conservative, philosophical and
extremely practical, with a
deep respect for tradition,
heritage and culture. Despite a
strong leaning toward the
scientific,, you are also in-
terested in music and art — and
may take up either as an
avocation. You are a born
homebody but must learn to
curb overpossessiveness with
those near and dear to you. You
are outstandingly articulate in
speech and could make a good
go of politics, statesmanship or
diplomacy. Writing would also
be an excellent outlet for your
talents. Other fields in which
you could succeed: teaching.
medicine, archeology. Try tc,
bolster your self-confidence. .A
tendency to doubt your abilities
could prove a hindrance to
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Miirray Chiropratic Center
• .
903 Sycamore Street Murray, Ky,
Dr. Bryan L. Thacker
Announces the following charige'df Hours
Monday, Tuesday, Wednasday,sPrlday
9-12 2-5:30
Thursday 9-12 CLOSED SATURDAY
For Appointment or Consultation Call
753-9909
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Miss Constance Sue Nagy
and Bruce Alan Ottwav
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Con-
stance Sue Nagy to Bruce Alan Ottway, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ivor Ottway of Paducah, has been announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Emery J. Nagy of Evansville, Ind.
Miss Nagy has attended Purdue University in the school of
landscape architecture, and is now a violin major at Murray
State University.
Mr. Ottway attended Paducah Community College, and is
now an art student at Murray State University. He also owns
and operates Murray Sign Craft.
The wedding will be solemuized on Saturday, August 5, at




Jerelene Sullivan was the Robineon, and Anna Mary
medalist for the ladies day Adams.e
golf held Wednesday, June 21, 9:20 a.m.-Faira .Alexan-
at the Murray Country Club. der, Jane Fitch, Exie Hill, and
Low putts in the championship Chris Graham,
flight went to Carol Hibbard: 9:30 a.m.-Vickie Baker,
Winner of the first flight was Doris Cella, Mickey Phillips,
Toni Hopson with low putts and Carla Rexroat.
going to Margaret Shuffett.
The second flight was won by Tee No. Seven-
Elizabeth Slusmeyer while 9 : 0 0 am -Elizabeth
Beverly Spann had low putts. Slusmeyer, Rowena Cullom,
The third flight winner was Mary Watson, and Mary Belle
won by Norma Frank with Overby.
Billie Cohoon winning low 9:10 am.-Billie Cohoon,
putts. Winner of the fourth Juliet Wallis, Lynitta Moses,
flight was Doris Cella with and Nancy Fandrich,
Juliet Wallis winning low 9:20 am.-Martha Sue
putts. Ryan, Jenny Hutson, Ruth
Janice Howe has released Wilson, and Alice Purdom,
the lineup for play on Wed- 9:30 a.m.-Eddie Outland,
nesday, June 28, with Vickie Edith Garrison, Rubye Pool,
Baker as hostess. Anyone and Kitty Freeman.
unable to play should call Mrs.
Baker at 753-5763 or if name is
omitted from the lineup, the
person may be paired at the
tee. •
Lineups are as follows:
Tee No. One-
9:00 a.m.-Jerelene
Sullivan, Betty Lowry, Betty
Stewart, and Dorothy Fike.
9:10 am.-Frances Hulse,
Margaret Shuffett, Evelyn
Jones, and Betty Jo Burdon.
9:20 a.m.-Carol Hibbard,




Spann, and Inus Orr.
Tee No. Four-
9:00 a.m.-Janice Howe,

















The last meeting for the
year of the Alpha Department,
Murray Woman's Club, was a
luncheon held at the
clubhouse. The invocation was
by Mrs. Henry McKenzie.
The program was given by
Donna Humphrey, a music
major at Murray State
University. She played the
following numbers on the
piano:
"Love Is Blue", "Annie's
Song", "Song of the Clowns",
and "Brian's Song".
Alpha members were most
appreciative of hec expressive
and sensitive -.presentations,
said Mrs. Burna Dixon,
program chairman.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
chairman, presided at the
business session, and ex-
pressed her pleasure in
working with the members
during the 1977-78 club year.
She thanked the hostesses
for the lovely table
decorations. The hostesses
were Mrs. Mary Belle
Overby, Mrs. I. A. Johnston,
and Mrs. Eva Ross.
Let's Stay Well R !, .1 L Ellasingame, M.D
Susceptibility To Alcohol Varies,
4: Mr. S. R. writes to
d•ii if it is true that certain
Persons tolerate the regu-
lar consumption of an ex-( is of alcohol better than
do others. "If so, why?" he
asks.
A: Alcohol (ethanol) is
toxic to a certain extent in
RummAndStotit Vows
To Be Read Wednesday
Miss Marie Elizabeth
Bumm, daughter of Mrs.
Bettye K. Bur= of Owen-
sboro, has completed the
plans for her marriage to
Anthony Dale Stout, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack E. Stout of
Murray.
The ceremony will take
place on Wednesday, June 28,
at seven p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House on Vine
Street, Murray, with the Rev.
Fred French performing the
ceremony.
The bride-elect will be given
in marriage by her brother,
Anthony Joseph Burnm of
Scott Air Force Base,
Belleville, Ill. She has chosen
Miss Vicky Elaine Whittaker
of Owensboro as her maid of
Meer, and Mrs. Tanitif
Thompson as her bridesmaid.
Miss Sondra McClure will
serve as her flower girl.
Ricky McCuiston will serve
as best man for Mr. Stout. Lee
Thompson will be the
groomsman.
Following the ceremony the
reception will be held at the
club house.







Baby Girl Bell (Dana), Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn., Baby Girl
Nelson (Patsy), Rt. 5, Green
Valley Rd., Paris, Tenn.,
Dismissals
Mrs. Lavene G. Hopkins, Rt.
1, Hardin, Mrs. Debbie A. Bell
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Debbie E. Cooper, Rt. 4,
Benton, James F. Morris, Box
110598, Nashville, Tenn.,
Angie R. Castleberry Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Rebecca D.
Youngblood, 1209 Lincon St.,
Paris, Tenn., Donald G.
Lanpkins, 1306 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Eula M. Thompson, 820-
S. 4th., Murray, Mrs. Voline I.
Guthrie, Rt. 1, Hazel, Justin
h. Rouse. 1712 Plainview Dr.,
Murray, Donald L. Teters, Rt.
1, Hardin, .,Mrs. Rhonda S.
Green Rt, 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Phyllis A. Dunn, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Sondra K.
Waldrop, Rt. 1, Hazel, Clifton
T. Carripbete 1510 Dudley,
Murray, Robert E. Dayis, Rt.
8, Murray, Lawrence Walters,
Box 31, Hardin, Mrs.
Beckham Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Medley J. Wilson, Rt.
2, Paris, Tenn., Oschar
Champion, Grogan Tr. Pk. No.
12. Murray, Willis H. Daniel,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Flora A.







(Nancy), Rt. 1, Almo, Baby
Girl Myers (Sharon), Rt. 7,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
l'idra._leeri L. Wilson and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Mrs. Sherri L. Bentley and
Baby Girl, 519 S. 13th.,
Murray, Tyrone Stallons, Rt.
7, Mayfield, Mrs. Viola H.
Olswing, 721 Nash Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara L.
Teasley, 643 Cherry, Calvert
Cty., Mrs. Patricia Richard-
son, 107 N. 17th., Murray. Mrs.
Glenda N. Garner, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Martha J. Dodd,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Bernice L. Ellis, 608 N.
Poplar, Paris, Tenn., Grady
L. Owen, 1431 Booth Ave.,
Owensboro,
James J. Williams Rt. 3,
Golconda III., Mrs. Marilyn A.
McCuiston, 1696 Lock
Lomond, Murray, Rodney L.
Eaker, Rt. 8, Murray, Curtis
A. Beane, 1621 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, Rudolnh Geurin, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. May Hopper,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Ardee
Riley, 409 N. Cherry, Murray,
Noel F. Robertson, Rt. 7,






Baby Girl Berke (Susan),
Rt. 5, Benton, Baby Boy
Wimberly (Beth), Rt 1,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Randell E. Sanders, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret Tubbs
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Rhonda K. Felts and
Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Patsy A. Nelson and Baby
Girl, Rt. 5 Green Valley Rd.,
Paris, Tenn., Don Nor-
sworthy, Shady Oaks Tr. Ct.,
Mrs. Bette K. Taylor,
524 Shady Lane, Murray,
Bradley W. Lowe, 815 Broad,
Murray, Bridgett F. Maness,
Rt. 1, Alm°, Linda S. Chat-
man, 711 Main St., Murray,
Mrs. Bobbie Ferguson, P.O.
Box 211, Murray, Iven Van
Folwell, Rt. 3, Murray.
SOME DEGREE
At least 50,000,000
Americans have some degree
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BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
almost any amount, and
the toxicity is greater
when larger quantities are
'consumed. The effects of
the toxicity are wors
when they extend over a
period of time from regu-
lar, excessive amounts of
alcohol.
The liver cells are in-
flamed (hepatitis ) by alco-
hol. The initial and re-
peated bouts often begin as
an acute inflammation. If
it persists from prolonged
drinking, a chronic, irre-
versible inflammation and
scarring tejrrhosis) may
result. Such changes often
occur after 'years of exces-
sive drinking, but may ap-
pear earlier in some per-
sons than in others.
One person may be more
susceptible to the toxic ef-
fects of alcohol than an-
other person, and the rea-
sons for this varition in
susceptibility are poorly
understood. Good nutrition
is often protective. Also,
the more prolific drinker
who is malnourished is
usually more prone to be-
coming impaired.
Larger persons can han-
dle or metabolize more
alcohol than smaller ones,
and this factor appears to
account for the fact that
women are more suscepti-
ble to ill effects of alcohol
111
than are men. Liver cells
can recover and regen-
erate if given time between
alcoholic bouts.
a____Other liver disease may
make this organ more sub-
ject to damage than had it
been otherwise healthy. Fi-
nally a person may have
more genetic, inherited re-
sistance and have a
greater tolerance for alco-
hol fos unknown reasons.
No tests are available to
determine ahead of time.
this variation in suscepti-
bility to liver disease from
alcqhpl.
In addition, the chronic,
regular use of excessive
amounts of alcohol can
damage the brain and pe-
ripheral nerves.
Alcoholics appear to
have defects in the way
their bodies break down or
metabolize alcohol after
they consume it.
Alcohol has to be re-
garded as a toxic sub-
stance that is a sedative. It
should be consumed in rea-
sonable amounts, if at all.
Regular drinking of it
should be viewed with con-








Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community into.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
41iixne 9-ott
Kathryn Outland. . . 753-3079
SPECIAL
Captain D's
• 2 pieces Of fish filet
• crisp french fries






PLUS REG.DRINK $ 47
Reg $ 2 07 Save 60t
Captain D's
Offer good thru June 30, '78
Murray , Ky.
753-9383
2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE
Buy One Pair At Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free ! ! !
This offer includes Men's Women's and Childrens' Dress, Casual, Sandals and Canvas Shoes
YOu can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family, Mend or neighbor..
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Must She Take Care
Of Mother-in-Law?
By Abigail Van Buren
, 1518 w crocaw Towne N Y News Syn0 inc
DEAR ABBY: My husband has three brothers and one
sister. He also has an 81-year-old mother who has been a
widow for 15 years. She owns her own home, has money in
the bank and gets a substantial pension. For the last four
years she has been unable to live alone because she has a
heart problem, so she has been spending one month at the
home of each of her children.
She has never offered to pay anyone for her keep, so her
daughter told her (a year ago) to get some money up or she
couldn't stay with her. My mother-in-lew refused this
request, stating that she had taken care of her daughter
when she was young, and now it was her daughter's turn
to do for her.
Well, my mother-in-law hasn't been to her daughter's
home for the last year. Now we sisters-in-law are getting
disgusted. Whose place is it to take care of this woman?
The daughter's or the daughters'-in-law?
DISGUSTED IN ATLANTIC CITY
DEAR DISGUSTED: Obviously, the daughter "owes"
her mother more than the daughters-in-law owe her, but
it's not uncommon to find many daughters-in-law who do
mcire for their mothers-in-law than their own daughters
do.
DEAR ABBY: I hope Carl in Murrysville doesn't claim
that his doggerel about Betty Jones ("No hits, no runs, no
errors") is original I heard a version of it in 1925 at the Old
Howard, a renowned burlesque theatre in Boston. It went
like this:
"Here lie the bones
Of Mary McGinnity
For twelve long years
She kept her virginity
And that's the record
In this vicinity."
BEN IN VIRGINIA
DEAR ABBY: I hope you will select this letter for
publication because it contains an important safety
message.
Yesterday I was the first- to arrive at the scene of an
accident after a 4-year-old boy had been hit by a car.
No one knew where the child had come from. A few
minutes later, several people walked across the highway
from a picnic area to see what all the excitement was
about. A man collapsed and a young woman became
hysterical when they recognized the child. He was their
son, who only moments before had been left "sleeping" on
the back seat of their car.
I had to tell these grief-stricken parents that it was too
late for a doctor.
Many people left the scene muttering, "I have learned a
good lesson."
As the father of two young children, I learned one, too:
Don't ever leave children unattended (sleeping or awake)
in an automobile.
STILL IN SHOCK
DEAR STILL: Thanks for a very important "lesson."
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed









forbears, such as Ben
Franklin and James Madison,
had osteoarthritis. But today
we have better weapons to
fight arthritis. Find out about
proper treatment from the











optional at *atm coif.
19" diagonal Videomatic Color Table Model
This exceptional Magnavox will bring you a really
automatic color picture An electronic eye even
automatically adjusts it ... sp it never glares, never
washes out It also has the Piltuision In-Line Tube
System, plus a highly reliable. energy-saving
15°11d-state-chassi5.
SAVE $70 NOW 429 9 5
CLAYTON'S
(Formerly JAB Mrsie-James and Betty Clayton, Owners)
Dixieland Center 753-7575 Murray, Ky.
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Carter Turns Attention
From Texas To World
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I APi,. -- President
Carter turned his attention tilt*. from
Texas and the late President Lyndon
Johnson to international affairs and
British Prime Minister James
Callaghan.
Callaghan, who arrived here
Saturday on a private visit, planned to
see Carter at an informal White House
breakfast
The two leaders will meet again in
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
PFC Gory Wilkinson, age 20, has
been reported killed in action in Viet-
nam, according to word received by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Wilkinson
of Murray Route Six.
J. Field Montgomery is now serving
in the position of administrator of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He
began Pus &ties on June 17 and comes
here from Greensboro, N. C.
Deaths reported include Fred Smith,
age 61.
Richard Miller of Clear Lake
Christian Church, Clear Lake, Iowa,
will be ciunpus minister for the United
Campus Ministry on the Murray State
University campus starting July 1.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick William Schmidt on
June 34.
20 Years Ago
Murray Police Chief Charlie Marr
and Policeman James Witherspoon are
attending the convention of the Ken-
tucky Flice Officers Association at
Lexington.
Henry Fulton was installed as
president of the Murray Lions Club at
the dinner held at the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church. Other officers
are Joe Pat James, Bethel Richardson,
Castle Parker, James Rogers, Rob
Ray, Bryan Tolley and James Blalock.
Deaths reported include Lube Brown,
age 74. and James Turner, age 20, the
bitter was killed in a car-truck accident
on Highway 80 last night.
Russell A. Hunt of the Experiment
Station, Lexington, will be one of the
features speakers at the annual
meeting of the tobacco growers of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association at the CIty Park on July 9,
according to Holmes Ellis, manager.
Herman Johnson of Hardin is leading
M the grand prise division of the
Kentucky Fishing Derby with his big
boss.
30 Years Ago
lbe Murray High School Band will
lead Murray's delegation in the
Veteran of Foreign Wars parade in
Paducah on June 26, according to
George Overbey, commander of Local
VFW Post. Other VFW delegates will
be Brown 'nicker, Ralph McCuiston,
John Shroat, Pogue Outland, J. C.
Brewer, Sandy 0. Harmon, and
Groover Parker.
Miss Carolyn Carter of Murray has
been named as second prize winner in
the national calendar girl contest
sponsored jointly by Republic Pictures
and Brown & Bigelow. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter.
Lee Rosa Melugin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Noel Melugin, is now in basic
training with the Air Force at Randolph
Field, San Antonio, Texas.
W. C. (Bill) 'Hatcher of Detroit,
Mich., will speaks & the Murray Church
of Christ on June Mlle is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hardy Hatcher, formerly of
Calloway County.
"Tumbleweed Trail" starring Eddie
Dean, Roscoe Ales, and Shirley Pat-
terson is showing at the Capitol
Theatre.
s.
Bonn in mid-Jut at a seven-nation
economic summit.
The president also was holding a
nationally-broadcast news conference
in lat.. afternoon.
- Carter returned Saturday night frorn
a two-day trip to Texas, where he drew
enthusiastic applause by pledging to
hold the line on federal spending.
Implicit, and sometimes stated, was
a companion promise to use his veto
powers to the fullest if necessary.
The Texas trip was on Carter's mind
Sunday as he conducted an adult Bible
class at the First Baptist Church here.
Conveying a "judge not" message to
his fellow Baptists, Carter said former
President Johnson is not yet recognized
as a "great hearted, big hearted"
political leader.
The president, who said the trip
reminded him of Johnson, observed
that some of his White House
predecessors were "condemned as a
result of one act," often in situations
over which they had little control.
In Johnson's case, said Carter,
national feeling about the Vietnam War
caused people to forget that LEJ
"cared more and did more" in behalf of
blacks, the poor, and the under-
privileged generally than any other
recent president.
A million-dollar demonstration of
military firepower at Fort Hood, Texas,
that climaxed Carter's trip also seemed
to be on the president's mind.
Asking his class to guess what
identifiable group speaks to him most
frequently about God and prayer,
Carter heard answers ranging from
"Democrats" to "Baptists."
The correct answer, he said, is "the
military" who "want my decisions to be
guided by God and to find favor with
God."
As for Amencans he meets in crowds
during his travels, Carter said the most
frequent comment he hears while
shaking hands is, "God bless you."
The second most prevalent comment,




WASHINGTON ( AP) — Supporters of
the Equal Rights Amendment are
-disappointed at their most recent
defeat in Illinois, but they're not giving
uP.
They figure a victory in one more
state would generate the momentum
needed to make ERA part of the Con-
stitution.
"Frankly. I think if we eould get one
state, the momentum would build again
and it wouldn't be difficult to get two
others." Nancy Neuman, a vice
president of the League of Women
Voters, said in an interview.
The proposed constitutional amend-
ment, approved by Congress in 1972,
would prohibit discrimination based on
sex. Thirty-five of the 38 states needed
to ratify have approved amendment,
which faces a March 22, 1979 deadline
unless the date is extended.
The Illinois House voted on the issue
last week for the second time, but
supporters were short by two votes.
Illinois, the only northern industrial
state that has not ratified the proposed
amendment, had been given the best
chance of reviving the ratification
movement.
But opponents claimed they could
hold on to the votes of opposition state
legislators long enough to defeat the
amendment
"I think the momentum is going'
strongly against the ERA," said Phyllis
Schlafly, national chairman of Stop
ERA. "The 15 states which have not
ratified it have rejected it again and
again and again. I see no indication that
the proponents are gaining votes."
Tennessee, Idaho and Nebraska have
voted to rescind their approval votes.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 26, the 177th
day of 1978. There are 188 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, delegates from 50
nations, meeting in San Francisco,
signed the United Nations Charter.
On this date:
In 1284, according to legend, the Pied
Piper of Hamelin, Germany, lured 130
children from the town. Their fate *as
never determind.
In 1541, Spanish conquistador
Francisco Pizarro was slain in Lima,
Peru.
In 1549, the 17 provinces of the
Netherlands were declared in-
dependent of the Holy Roman Empire.
In 1844, President John Tyler
married Julie Gardiner in a secret
wedding in New York.
In 1941, Finland announced that it
was at war with the Soviet Union for the
second time in two years.
In 1944, Allied forces captured
Cherbourg. France, from the Nazis. .
Ten years ago: The U.S. flag was
lowered on Iwo Jima and replaced by
Japan's Rising Sun, 23 years after
American Marines had raised the Stars
and Stripes atop Mount Suribachi
during World War II.
Five • years ago: The House of
Representatives passed a bill barring
funds for bombing operations in
Cambodia and Laos
One year ago: There were 42
fatalities in a fire in the Maury County
Jail at Columbill., Tenn.
Today's birttudays:,..Writer Colin
Wilson is 47.
Thought for today: Honesty is the
best policy — when there is money in it
— Mark Twain, American writer, 1835-
1910.
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An AP News Analysis By SY 
RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
Nixon Visit To State
Poses Political Mystery
FRANKFORT, 1(y. AP+Former
President Nixon's visit to Hyden next
weekend may be creating excitement in
Leslie County and among many Ken-
tucky Republicans, but it also poses a
political mystery.
Why is the controversial figure who
has secluded himself in a home at San
Clemente, Calif., for almost four years
suddenly going public?
The best avaiable information is that
Nixon has not since that time gone to
any other place with a specific schedule
for a speech.
On Aug. 9, 1974 he flew to San
Clements in the wake of the Watergate
debacle and his resignation from the
presidency.
Later, he became ill twice and was
hospitalized in California.
Then he visited China as a private
citizen and guest of the Communist
nation.
More recently, he spent some time in
the Bharnas- area with his close friend,
Robert Abplanalp.
This year, he attended a laying-aS
state ceremony in the nation's Capitol
for former Vice President Hubert
Humphrey.
The past spring he held two parties in
his home or immediate surroundings.
One was a publisher's promotional
affair for his new book, "RN:
Memoirs."
The other was as host for several
hundred former American prisoners of
the Vietnam War.
In addition, Nixon and David Frost





former president taped his interviews
for television.
And now, Nixon plans to fly to the
Landon. Ky., airport Saturday af-
ternoon, take part in a greeting
ceremony and mororcade through that
heavily Republican area, then drive to
the small mountain town of Hyden
about 50 miles east.
The next day, he is scheduled to
receive a good citizenship award from
Leslie County officials, who have
named a new recreational complex
after him. Nixon also will deliver a
speech inside the gymnasium, a portion
of the complex.
The news weeks ago that Nixon was
going to make the visit surprised
national political observers.
Obviously, he does not plan to sell his
books in the town of 500, especially at
$250 an autographed copy, no matter
how lopsided the GOP registration -3 to
1 in the county.
Less obviously, the explanation of
Leslie County Judge C. Allen Muncy,
who sent the letter of invitation, hardly
seems sufficient.
The judge said that the tone of his
warm invitation had something to do
with the acceptance, with letter
mentioning Nixon's deeply appreciated
help through local revenue sharing
funds for the $2.5 million complex.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger di
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed.on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or




Heardine is a service for sealer
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old. I
recently had an insurance salesman in
my home to sell me a disability income
insurance policy. Can you tell me
anything about these policies? — A. F.
This type of health insurance helps to
replace earnings lost because of
physcial disability. These policies
provide coverage for accidents only;
others cover both accident and
sickness. Companies offer many kinds
of disability income policies, which--
usually pay on a monthly basis. The
amount of insurance an individual can
purchase is generally a percentage of
their income (60 percent of their gross
income, for instance).
Heartline has available a book to help
you in purchasing health insurance.
This book covers Medicare sup-
plements and regular health insurance
and also contains a policy checklist. To
order, send $1.50 to Heartline's Guide to
Health Insurance, P. 0. Box 11934,
illicago, III. 60611. Please allow six
weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
have been divorced for five years now.
We were married for 16 years. He will
be 62 years old in October 1978, and he
will start drawing his Social Security
benefits. Will the new law under Social
Security allowing divorced wives to
collect Social Security include me? — J.
D.
Yes, this new law will include you.
However, under the present law, the
wife must have been married for at
least 20 years in order to claim benefits
as the former wife of the wage earner.
The 1975 amendments reduce the
requirement for 10 years, effective for
all months beginning after January
1979, for applications made on or after
Jan. I, 1979. Many people have raised
the question, however, of whether the
amendment applied only to women who
were divorced in January 1979 or later,
so that persons who had been married
for 10 years but were divorced before
then could not take advantage of the
reduction. The Office of Policy and
Regulations of the Social Security
Administration has informed Heartline
that the amendment will not be in-
terpreted to exclude women divorced
before 1979. So, regardless when you
were married or divorced, as long as
you were married for 10 years, you
should apply for these benefits in
January 1979.
HEARTLINE: I am 58 years old. I
am a veteran of World War Il and I
presently have 60 percent VA service-
connected disability rating. Recently, I
was admitted to a VA hospital for
treatment of my service-connected
disability. While hospitalized, I was
given a temporary 100 percent
disability rating. Will I retain this
rating indefinitely" — B. J.
No. Normally younvill be reduced to
your previous disability rating when
your convalesence is over. Your
disability will be re-evaluated ac-
cording to the hospital's report, and you
will be advised of any change in
disability status.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are 65
years old. We have been drawing Social
Security for three years. We are
planning to move to a state with a warm
climate. If we move to a different state,
will our Social Security benefits be
affected? N. B.
No Regular Social Security
retirement, disability and survivors
benefits do not vary from state to state.
You will continue to receive the same
amount of benefits.
Bible Thought
f or He that is not against us is on
our part. Mark 9:40
The only way to be on the side of
God is for man to accept God's only






Apply In Person To
T. P. Delaney, Jr.














































































































































PRICES GOOD MU JULY 3
Portable -IV- Barbecue Grill
Stands 261/4" High
Assembles instantly without tools, wi'^cut
nuts, bolts or screws.
Oisaasernbies instantly 'or stOrage.
Mateo wire grid has oerrnanently attacnec
handle for 3 :fowl height adjustment.











1 (44" x 11") TABLE CLOTH
BEACH BALLS
88°
PLANTERS VARIETY SNACKS REG.
79. EACH I I put less sugar in your life. ,












Switch to Keep looking right. Feeling
light. Use Sweet II Law
brand granulated sugar
substitute instead of sugar
for all sweetening needs:
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Potential Seen For Increase
In Kentucky Cattle Feeding
Kentuck) has the resources
to support a significant long-
run expansion in cattle
feeding—now a relatively
small, but growing, livestock
. enterprise in the state.
This is pointed out by Curtis
Absher. Extension beef cattle
specialist in the UK College of
Agriculture, noting that a
turn-around in the market has
sparked interest in feeding
more cattle for slaughter.
Cattle that cut out the choice
beef- preferred. by con-
sumers shopping at the
supermarket, for example,
recently were bringing $8
more per cwt. than a year ago
in Louisville.
To produce beef for the
slaughter marker, farmersor
feedlot operators put young
feeder cattle weighing 600-800
pounds on a grain ration. The
eattle are fed high levels of
grain for 90-160 days—to a
' weight of about 1100 pounds.
There were 50.000 cattle on
feed in Kentucky on Jan. 1,
1978, according to the federal-
state Crop St Livestock
• Reporting Service. That's an
increase of 25 percent from a
year earlier. and 43 percent
_ more than Jan. 1, 1976.
"Even with such a large
percentage increase, the
actual number of cattle being
fed in the state is way below
the potential," says Absher.
"Reseurces are • available
for considerable expansion in
feeding for slaughter," the
Extension specialist adds,
-without cutting back on the
number of beef cows or other
livestock enterprises."
Feeder cattle and grain, the
two major resources used in a
cattle feeding enterprise, are
abundant in Kentucky. Most of
the feeder cattle from the calf
crop—I.4 million calves last
year—go to other states where
they are fed and finished for
slaughter. More than half of
the feed grains produce&
including the corn crop which
was 126,000,000 bushels last
year, are shipped out of the
state.
"Kentucky has one ad-
vantage Over major finishing
states—its location close to
large population centers
where most of the beef is
consumed," says Absher. ---
He points out these ad-
ditional economic reasons for
feeding more cattle in the
state. Finishing for slaughter
can increase the volume of





The annual meeting of members will be held at
the offices of Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, Murray, Kentucky, Wed-
nesday, July 12, 1978, at 11 o'clock A. M. for the
purpose of hearing the President's report, and a








305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
You don't have a lot of extra time to spend
in town. So we make your place our office.
Your Production Credit man depends on
on-farm contacts to keep him up to the
minute on local conditions.
It puts him, in a better position to under-
stand your money needs.
After all, his business is to
provide you with 'farm
credit service.
The go ahead people
•
out expanding the size of cow
herds. The harvest-time price
af corn often is lower in
Kentucky than in other corn-
growing states. Prices of
feeder cattle are depressed
during heavy market runs,
,specially heifer prices.
Although Kentucky cat-
tlemen generally lack ex-
perience in finishing for
slaughter, Absher says that
the technology is available




The popularity of cow-calf
and stocker cattle enterprises
in the state probably is the
major factor holding back
growth in cattle feeding,
according to the specialist.
The need for developing'
more slaughter cattle markets
is another reason cited by beef
industry leaders. But Absher
suggests that present markets
for feeder cattle could also be
used to sell slaughter cattle.
Finishing cattle is a high-
risk enterprise wherever it is
done, says the Extension
specialist. And, he adds that
Kentucky's changeable
climate tends to decrease
feedlot performance and
efficiency—as it does in some
of the major cattle feeding
states.
"The current interest in
feeding mo're cattle in Ken-
tucky makes good economic
sense," concludes Absher.
"But it is too early to tell if this
will develop into a trend
toward reaching the potential
for long-term expansion."
'High' A Relative Term
Related To Beef Prices
As anyone who's been to the
supermarket lately knows,
beef prices are high and
getting higher. But a UK
economist points out that
"high" is a relative term.
"Comparing rising beef
prices to other things con-
sumers buy, we find that the
cost of beef is not increasing
as fast as many other items,"
said Larry Jones, Extension
consumer economist in the UK
College of Agriculture. As an
example, Jones points to the
Consumer Price Index, which
has risen more than 40 percent
since 1973. In contrast, he
notes that the average price of
beef in March 1978 was only
sixteen percent higher than
1973. prices.
There are some factors,
though, which have driven the
price of the commodity
skyward lately—and which
probably will continue to put it
on the upswing for the next
several years, according to
Jones's predictions.
The primary factor is
reduction of cattle numbers in
recent years due to low prices
farmers have been receiving
for their Product on hoof.
"Beef supplies are
decreasing from their record
high levels of 1976," the
specialist says. "When
quantities were abundant.
prices were relatively low,
causing most beef producers
to lose money during the past
four years."
Jones points out that this
situation forced many cat-
tlemen to liquidate part or all
of thier breeding herds, fur-
ther compounding today's
shortage of beef, which is in
turn causing prices for the
product to rise.
"With cattle nuniber at, or
approaching, low point, beef
prices have been increasing,"
Jones says. "These increases
will encourage producers to
expand their herd size,
producing more beef and
eventually turning the price
cycle downward again.
But it often takes up to four
years from the time a
producer decides to expand
his herd until the time off-
spring from these additional
cows can be ready for con-
sumption," he continues. "So
beef prices probably will
remain at current or higher
levels for the next several
years."
Jones points out that con-
sumer demand for beef has
remained strong despite
recent price increases.
Combined with relatively high
prices for pork, a chief
competitor for consumer
dollars, this fact has kept beef
prices headed upward.
"Cattle production runs in
cycles as do many
agricultural commodities,"
the economist says. "But in
the cattle business the cycle
tends to run 10-12 years from
one low point in cattle num-
bers to another. This means
beef pi ices should again
decline in the 1980's.
Potato Leaf Hopper
Threatens Alfalfa
Alfalfa in Kentucky could
come under attack by potato
leaf hoppers from now unit!
the first killing frost of winter,
according to Chris
Christensen, Extension en-
tomologist in the UK College
of Agriculture.
Second, third and fourth
stands will be especially
susceptible to this pest, since
the life cycle of the insect
brings it into Kentucky by late
May or early June, the en-
tomologist -points out. But
new, spring-planted stands
also could be affected.
"Farmers should be on the
alert of yellowing leaves, with
the discoloration beginning in
SHORT ROWS
By Nevyle Shockel ford
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
At this time of year poison
ivy often becomes a great
nuisance to just about every-
one venturing outdoors.
Springing up as it does just
about anywhere and every-
where, it is a very attractive
vine but every inch of it is a
menace and harmful to the
a verage person. Bare skin
contact with poison ivy with-
out immediate scrubbing with
,soap and water will more
than likely result in a rash
that will itch like nobody's
business and be extremely
difficult to alleviate.
To avoid such unpleasant-
ries with poison ivy, learn to
identify it and avoid contact.
When encountering a vine or
vinebke shrub with fresh
green "leaflets three." let it
be. Some people confuse
poison ivy with the harmless
Virginia Creeper, but this
attractive vine has five
distinct dark green leaflets
instead of three.
Poison ivy can be eradi-
cated from the premises by
spraying with brush killers,
which any local county agent
can recommend. Be sure to
request his advice before
spraying because just any
brush killer may not be par-
ticular about what kind of
vegetation it kills. Some
killers may render the' soil
sterile. In any case, do nut
use any kind of a weed or
brush killer around_ vegetable
plants.
When working around




showing up in corn where the
fertilizer was applied early
this spring during the few dry
days fields could be worked
during the last part of March
and the first few weeks of
April, reports an Extension
soils specialist
Lloyd Murdock, in the UK
College of Agriculture, says
that the wet weather that
followed early application was
ideal for nitrogen losses
through denitrification and
leaching. This is especially
true on the wetter types of
soils in the state.
Corn in need of nitrogen has
a light or pale green color.
With adequate nitrogen
available, the plants ehould be
dark green.
Deficiencies are showing
up. Murdock says, even in
some fields *that were fer-
tilized with high rates of
nitrogen when the ap-
plications were made in the

























































problem results from too little
nitrogen regardless of when it
was applied or failure to apply
nitrogen in fields that needed
It,
Sidedressing pale-looking
corn with 50 to 100 pounds of
nitrogen per acre will pay,
says the soils specialist. If
corn is short enough, a
ground rig can be used to
apply anhydrous ammonia,
urea, ammonium nitrate or
solution nitrogen to correct
the deficiency.
If corn ir too tall to use
ground applicators, the soils
specialist recommends having
the nitrogen applied by air-
plane Topdressing granular
-nitmgen fertilizers by plane
will cause some burning of top
leaves but this has not af-
fected yields in research
trials, according to Murdock.
"It will pay to add extra




gloves and immediately after-
wards wash with strong soap
and water. This will greatly
reduce the risk of being
poisoned.
There is a medical preven-
tive that is said to keep from
being poisoned by poison ivy
and its near relative, poison
sumac, but only a dermatolo-
gist or some other medical
practitioner is qualified to
advise and administer in this
respect.'
There arc also non-pre-
scription, over the counter
drug store remedies for
poison ivy rash and itching.
These may or may not prove
effective but ate„not likely to.„
prove harmful to the
Persons so unfortunate as
to become victims of poison
ivy are wamecenot to scratch.
Scratching will cause the rash
to spread and perhaps cause
sores on the skin.
But by all means don't let
the threat of poison ivy put a.
damper on your use and
enjoyment of the outdoors.
Mel threat of poison ivy just
isn't that great. As mentioned
before, just learn to identify,
keep the eyes open and avoid
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triangular shapes at leaf
tips," Christensen says.
"Most seTere damage oc-
curs during hot, dry weather
— usually in July and
August," he adds. "So
yellowing of the leaves is often
blamed on drough or other
factors, when usually ft is
being caused by leaf hop-
pers."
Effects on the crop vary,
depending on the number of
leaf hoppers in a field and on
size of the plants attacked.
Smaller plants are affected
more severely than larger
OUES...
"Potato ileal hoppers affect
both iquantity and quality of
the drop," Christensen con-
tinues. "Heavy infestation can
result in a severe cutback in
protein content. Sufficient
numbers of leaf hoppers can,
in fact, wipe out entire
stands."
Control of this pest depends
on when the attack comes in
relation to the time of next
cutting. When crops are in-
fested just prior to scheduled
cutting, Christensen
recommends that the farmer
proceed with harvesting,
exposing the insects to sun and
other elements that kill them
to drive them elsewhere.
Insecticide sprays are
recommended when leaf
hoppers are discovered many
days before the alfalfa is
ready for cutting. Tests at the
University of Kentucky in-
dicate that dimethoate
(Cygoni is most effective in
these instances but
Christensen warns of the 10-
day waiting period between
time of application and time of
cutting when using this
chemical.
If desired cutting time will
come within 10 days, the
entomologist advises use of
other sprays, discussed in
phamphlet ENT-17. "In-
secticides Recommended for
Alfalfa and Clover," available
at county Extension offices.
Some of the test facilities at the Cargill Re-





Feed Nutrena TOP HOG ° Starter_ -
the combined pre-starter/
starter/ grower
• ONE ration from birth to 60 lbs.
• Palatable for nursing pigs.
• Complete pellets -- no grinding, no mixing
Nutrena research showed 18.9% faster
gains, 14.9% less feed per lb. of gain
than a conventional starter and con.
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Slated To Begin July 3
The Division of Shows and
Fairs in the Kentucky
• Department of Agriculture
will begin its annual series of
District 4-H and FFA Dairy
Shows July 3 in Cynthiana at
the 4-H Club Fairgrounds.
The shows, sponsored in
ooperation with the Division
of Agriculture Education and
the University of Kentucky
Extension *. Service, will
feature 4-H and FFA youths
exhibiting their animals in
competition for some 825.00 in
premiums and awards.
The District 4-H and FFA
Dairy Shows are designed to
stimulate interest in dairying
and promote the advancement
of rural youth. They assist
many boys and girls in
evaluating their livestock as a





There will be nine classes at
each show, plus a
showmanship class. The
showmanship class is divided
into two divisions—Junior and
Senior—in both 4-H and FFA.
Last Year, there were 789
entries with 248 4-H and FFA
youths exhibiting their
animals. The prizes are
awarded on the Danish
System-Blue, Red, and White.
Judging this year's com-
petition will be Roger
Sparrow, Hodgenville, and
Junior Burris, Columbia.
Other shows will be in
Harrodsburg, July 5, Mercer
County Fairgrounds;
Shelbyville, July 6, Shelby
County Fairgrounds; Camp-
bellsville, July 7, Taylor
County Fairgrounds; Murray,
July 10, Murray-Calloway
County Fair grounds; and





Division of shows and Fairs,
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, Frankfort,
Kentucky, 40601, or call i502i
564-4983, or contact local 4-H




Farmers Group Purchasing, Inc. of
Topeka, Kansas announces the ap-
pointment of Wendell, Hal, and Ike
Allbritten doing business as Allbritten
Farms, Murray, Kentucky, as a
multiple line dealer of quality
buildings and grain bins. Wendell, Hal,
and Ike will offer multiple lines to
_ meet any storage need as well as com-
plete services. For information or
estimates on any type of storage





(501) 753-4496 - Wendell
(501) 753-6393 - Hal
(501) 753-7691 - Ike
PRIZE WINNER—Colonel's Sleeping Beauty Gentle, a prize winning junior yearling in
the Stubblefield jersey Herd, Route '3, Murray.
For Jersey Dairymen Locally




Were a farming community ..and the
people around here have special finan-
cial needs Well service those needs.the
best way we know how with complete




The American Jersey Cattle
-Club (AJCC) and its state and
regional organizations
provide Jersey--dairyman a
host of programs and ac-
tivities to enable them to
develop more economical and
profitable herds.
Since registered Jerseys are
more valuable than "grade"
Jerseys the AJCC programs
formerly dealt primarily
with registered Jerseys. But,
in an effort to make the profits
of registered cattle available
to more dairymen, the door is
now open for registration of a
select group of grade animals
Through a new program
called "Genetic Recovery"
full blooded grade Jerseys
whose body conformation and
milk production are above the
breed average may be entered
in the herd register of the
AJCC, if these minimum
requirements are maintained
for three generations.
Another new and con-
troversial program of the
AJCC deals with ab-
normalities. According to new
by-laws, any sire who carries
a recessive gene for an ab-
normality (such as "limber
leg" ) must be identified as a
"carrier" as soon as sufficient
proof is obtained. This enables
a dairyman to protect his herd
from this abnormality by
discontinuing use of that sire;
or if he elects to continue, he is
forewarned of the risk he is
taking.
If it becomes necessary for
a dairyman to sell his herd
another program of the AJCC
will be useful to him. Jersey
Marketing Service will act as
his agent and assist him in
finding a buyer and hopefully
transfer the herd intact to
another Jersey dairyman.
Along with programs
providing much needed in-
formation to the breeder, the
AJCC rewards breeders of
animals who excel in milk
production, type ( body con-
formation) or a combination
of both.
In addition to shows and
production awards the Ken-
tucky Jersey Cattle-Club and
West Kentucky Parish Jersey
Cattle Club are actively in-
volved in supporting dairy
youth camps, judging con-
tests, private and con-
signment sales, and any ac-




May was mostly wet and
cool with temperatures below
normal for the first three
weeks of the month before
turning upward during the last
week. Rain or showers
throughout the month limited
field work to three days or less
for each week. Rain combined
oyith cool weather accounted
for one of the latest crop years
on record.
Early plantings of corn were
hurt by the weather and some
fields were replanted because
of poor germination. Crop
reporters indicated that by
June 2, corn planting was 80
percent complete. Planting
was nearing completion for
both 1977 and the 5-year-
average by early June.
Soybean planting did not get
into swing until the last week
of May. By the 2nd of June
only 29 percent had been
planted compared with 68
percent last year and 5-year
average of 58 percent. Dark
types were 15 percent set
compared with 77 percent in
Hog Inventory
Down Slightly
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) -
There were one million hogs
and pigs on Kentucky farms
as of June 1, the smallest
inventory for that month since
1975.
The total also was down 7
percent from June 1977 and 1
percent below the March
inventory, the Kentucky Crop
& Livestock Reporting Service
said Thursday.
The service attributed the
reduced pig crop to death
losses caused by severe
weather the past winter and to
disease. Conception rate and




totaled 54.9 million head
compared with 54.5 million
last year. Breeding inventory
at 8.8 million was up rcent.
The service estimated that
65,000 sows and gilts farrowed
on Kentucky farms during the
March-May period, a 3 per-
(ent drop from the same
period in 1977. The resulting
Pig crop of 442,000 head was
down 7 percent from the same
quarter one year ago.
1977 and the 5-year average of
51 percent. Plants are in good
condition and supplies are
mostly adequate.
Pastures were mostly in
good to excellent condition
and were supplying sufficient
roughage. Hay crops had
begun to grow well but cutting
had been limited by the
weather. By June 1, about 1-4
of the first cutting of alfalfa
had been made, but, little
mixed hays had been cut.
PRODUCTION FORECASTS
Production of winter wheat
in Kentucky is forecast at
7,854,000 bushels. This is 23
percent below last years crop
of 10,138,000 bushels. The cool
moist weather of May was
favorable for wheat and ex-
pected yield improved to 33
bushels compared with 31 a
month earlier. Yield is still 4
bushels below the 1977 yield of
37 bushels per acre. The wheat
crop is generally in good
condition but some stands are
thin due to winter kill.
The Kentucky-peach crop is
forecast at 11 million pounds.
Across the state there is about
a 60 percent crop. Prospects
are generally good in the
western part of the state, but
deteriorate moving eastward
due to winter kill and frost
• damage.
The service said cold
weather, disease and the
resulting high losses held the
December 1977 - May 1978 pig
crop to 784,000 head, a drop of
4 percent from a year earlier..
Sows and gilts fan-owing at




million compared with 6.1
million for the same six month
period last season. The pig:
crop numbered 42.8 million or
tl percent under the previous
year.
The service said Kentucky
farmers indicated their June-
August farrowing would total
75,000 sows and gills com-
pared with 70,000 a year
earlier. Farrowing intentions
for September-November
were placed at 64,000 com-
pared with 63,000 at a year
earlier.
The service said June-
November farrowing plans for
the United States are
estimated at 6.2 million sows,





forecast at 1.31 billion bushels
35.6 million metric tons), is
up 2 per cent from the May 1,
1978 forecast tbout 14 percent
below the 1977 crop.
Peach production in the U.
S. is forecast at 2.73 billion
pounds (1.24 million metric
tons), down 9 percent from
last season and 10 percent
below the 1976 total. The
California Clingstone peach
crop is expected to total 1.25
billion pounds, 17 percent less
than both 1977 and 1976.
Spring potato prospect!,
decreased to a record low
production of 18.0 million cwt.
[818 thousand metric tons),
down 9 percent from the May 1




Many Kentucky corn far-
mers were unable to get to the
fields early this spring
because of the wet, cool
weather. Now that the plan-
ting season is over, some
farmers are experiencing
further problems — European
• corn borers.
Entomologists at the
University of Kentucky say
the first generation of corn
borers is hatching throughout
the state, adding that all
generations of the milky white
worm with a shiny black head
will cause problems for corn
farmers.
One especially hard-hit area
is Graves County in far
western Kentucky. There,
agricultural extension agent
Bill Green said last week that
15,000 of the county 40,000
acres of corn are badly in-
fested with the European corn
borer.
Green said he had found 40
to 100 percent infestation in
virtually every field he has
checked where the corn is
knee-high or taller.
The older corn apparently is
suffering heavier damage
than that which was planted
late in the sciason — so in this
case, the late season may
have been a slight blessing in
disguise.
Green has found evidence of
the _corn borers from one end
of the county to the other, and
said many farmers are
spraying insecticides to
combate the first generation
of the pest.
But it is virtually impossible
to get rid of all of them, Green
said, adding that farmers
should start re-checking their
fields in three weeks for ad-
ditional infestations.
True to their name, the corn
borers work. their way into
corn stalks — in some cases
causing the stalks to break.
And when one generation
completes its work. Green
said, another one begins its
damaging cycle.





Vor a speedy fruit dessert.
drain canned Mandarin oranges
and marinate them in sweet
sherry in the refrigerator.
Serve chilled with a topping of
sour cream, plain or blended
with cream cheese and grated
orange rind.
one-half inch in size, Green
said, "They bore into the
stalk, spend a few days, bore
back out and fall to the ground
and pupate.
"Then they'll emerge as a
moth, lay eggs and do it all
over again."
The corn borers have an
indirect affect on harvest
yields, Green said. "It's not so
much the feeding they do," he
said, "but when you have a lot
of them, you get stalks
breaking over and ears falling
off and then you can't get
them up to be harvested."
The European corn borer
has been a pest in the corn belt
for a number of years. But
Green said he has noticed a
marked increase in the pest in
western Kentucky in the last
three years.
-This may be something we
4 
have to live with from now
on," he said. "It's something
we're just going to have to





















Farmers  ... 474-2295
Ky.
Farmers . . .1-800-592-5409





If The Weather Has Put
You Behind On Your Planting. I.
We Have A Way To
Help You Catch Up!












WE SHOULD HAVE THIS TRACTOR ON
DISPLAY WITHIN TWO WEEKS!
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Trevino 'Gives It Away'
Lietzke Hangs On For Canadian
By BOB GREEN
AP God Writer
OAKVILLE, Ont. (AP) —
Bruce Lietzke has some ad-
justing to do, some goals to
set.
-This was a big, big step-
ping stone in my career,"
Lietzke said Sunday after he'd
hung on with a 2-over-par 73 to.,
score a 1-stroke victory in the'
Canadian Open Golf Cham-
pionship.
"I'm going to have to do
some mental adjusting. I've
never been a goal-oriented
person. After winning those
tournaments last year. I kind
of put it on cruse. I've gone for
more than a year without a
goal in mind.
Now I'm going to have to
set some goals for myself.
perhaps try to have a better
season than I had last year."
He's less than halfway
there. Last year Lietzke
blizted the early part of the
season, winning two quick
tales. He was second in two
other tournaments and won
more than $204,000. With his
victory in the 1978 Canadian
national championship, the
tall, cross-handed putter had
won one, been second in one
and collected $85,393.
"Winning this golf tour-
nament means more to me
than winning any of the
others," Lietzke said. "It tells
me last year wasn't just a
streak. It tells me I can win
when I'm not playing at my
absolute peak."
He wasn't at his absolute
peak, but, then, neither were
his major challengers.
"I gave it away," said a
disgusted Lee Trevino. "It's
my own fault. I lost my
composure. When you bogey
three of the last- six holes,
that's giving it away. I had
him. I was doing just what I
wanted to do and I gave it
away."
Lietzke finished with a 283
total. 1 under par and the
only man able to break
standard figures on the Glen
Abbey Golf Club course Jack
Nicklaus designed as a per-
manent home for this national
championship.
Trevino once shared the
lead during the final round but




from costing too much
and taking too long:
Putting up a new building too often means paying
more than you expected and taking longer than you
thought.
The most frequent reason? No one person is clearly
in control. That can cause a basic communication
Isreakdown among all parties, involved, resulting in
.-onfusion, cost overruns and missed deadlines.
But we offer you a team of .construction
petofessionals capable of controlling your entire project
.. concept to completion.
. We can handle all the details—planning.r_
rehts-of-way. permits. construction, even landscaping.
We'll make sure you get your building on-time and
,ii-budget. And we'll do it using construction methods
and building systems that can cut up to 40% off
same conventional building timetables.
So if your next building has time and budget
limitations, call us. We'll give you both the building and
the control you need.
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route 2-Box 525
Calvert City-, Kentucky 42029
Phone: (502) 395-4198 -
6(13UTLE 
par-bogey-bogey string in the
stretch run and let rookie Pat
McGowan come on with a last-
hole biridie and take second
alone at 284. McGowan had a
closing 72.
Trevino and Ben Crenshaw
were next at 285, each missing
a medium-range birdie putt on
the last hole. Trevino matched
par 71 over the last round
while Crenshaw shot 72.
Ray Floyd, George Burns
and Mike McCullough were
next at 196. Floyd shot a
closing 69. Burns 70 and
McCullough 71.
Nicklaus never got in the
chase. He closed with 72-299.
U. S. Open champ Andy North
was 76-297. South African
Gary Player ended his long,
15-tournament swing around
North American 76-294.
Arnold Palmer shot 68-287.
Lopez' Streak Ends,
But Navy Is Loyal
HERSHEY, Pa. (API—
Still smiling, rookie Nancy
Lopez turned to her caddie on
the 18th green and whispered:
-At least we got a standing
ovation. That makes it wor-
thwhile."
The darling of the Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tour had just failed in her bid
to win an unptaKdented six
straight tournaments, but
"Nancy's Navy," her pastel
swarm of followers, was
clapping simply because she
was there.
Lopez bowed Sunday to the
limits of perfection and
fatigue, finishing 15 strokes
behind Pat Bradley, who fired
a 10-under par 206 to win the
$50,000 Lady Keystone Open.
"I told her coming in from
the green, 'Don't worry about
it, this wasn't a tournament,
this was a media event,— said
her caddie, Roscoe Jones. -All
the fuss over her record was
just enough to dull the sharp
edge she needed to win.
Damn, I've never seen so
many reporters. She's
mentally exhausted."
Since turning pro last July
29. Lopez has won $156,266, the •
most ever by a professional
golf rookie, man or woman;
Her golden swing and her
pearlly grin have lifted the
fortunes of women's golf and
she's paid the price t,f same.
"I really feel if Nancy had
been rested, it would have
been a different story," said
Bradley, who picked up $7,500
in prize money for her first
LPGA victory of the year and
her third ever.
Joked Lopez to reporters
after it was over: "I'm going
to dye my hair blonde next
week so you won't recognize
me. No, I'm really glad this
week is over.
Lopez, a native of Roswell,
N.M., has been a pro less than
a year but already is closing in
on the $190,000 that Hall of
Famers Patty Berg and
Louise Suggs each amassed
during their entire careers.
Last weekend, Lopez broke
the LPGA record for a victory
streak, beating out veteran
Jane Blalock at Rochester, N.
Y., for her ,fifth straight
triumph.
The old mark was held,
among others, by Mickey
Wright and Kathy Whitworth.
Blalock finished second here
Sunday, forging a 67-72-71 over
the 6,398, par-72 Hershey
Country Club West Course,
Legion Drops Twinbill
Despite outhitting its op-
ponent 134, the lAurray
American Legion baseball
squad dropped 5-0 and 3-2
decisions to host Russellville
--Sunday.
Bill Taylor went the
distance on the mound in the
first game, walking seven and
striking out five.
In the nightcap, Russellville-
managed only three hits off
starter Alan Gibbs and
reliever Keith Tynes. but
rallied for a three runs in the
final two innings to nip
Murray.
Gibbs walked six and fanned
nine.
John Deham and Bill Wilson
rapped two hits, and Bob
Thurman added a pinch-hit
double.
Post 73, now 5-8, hosts
Madisonville, to a
doubleheader today at 6 p.m.,
then faces Paducah for
another twinbill at Holland














Will Be Our Vacation Week























Murray 000 000 0-0 t 2




Bill Taylor, If 4
Scott Tucker, lb 3
Alan Gibbs, p 3
Keith Tynes, p 0
Dean Cherry, lb 2
Foust, ss 3
John Deharn, c 3
Larry Watkins. rf 2
Bob Thurman, ph
26
Murray 001 010 0- 2 7









It took tow days to do it, but
the Yanks were finally beaten
in Little League action
Saturday.
The Reds and Yanks battled
to a 6-6 tie, highlighted by the
Yanks' Bill Tolley's and the
Reds' Rodney Lamb's inside-
the-park homers.
The two Learns ran out of
time Friday night, and play
was resumed Saturday
morning.
With two runners aboard in
the first extra inning, the
Reds' Steve Beyer tripled
them both home then later
scored to make it 9-6.
The Yanks managed to
score once but were retired as
their season record fell to 8-1.
Rwis 001 230 3 9 3 4
Yanks 100 230 1--7 6 4
Jeff Downey. Cary Miller. Allen Mc
(lard and David Randolph, Kyle Evans,
Chris Starks and David McCulstori
Yanks, Cards Win
In Kentucky League
The Cards edged the Twins
4-3, and the Yanks bombed the
Cubs 21-4 Friday night in
Kentucky League games.
Chuck Baker and Tim Greer
singled for the Cards, while
Ed Hendon and Jack Kendall
belted doubles for the Twins.
The Yanks ran their record
to 8-0 as Pat Wilson and Mark
West combined to limit the
Cubs to four hits.
David Dill doubled twice,
and Chris Nix tripled for the
winners. Mark Miller and Rod






100 11 1 4
sot 03-4 4
.11rn Kell, 1,,t
Yanks 414 12 21 14
Cubs 012 10 4 4
Pat Wilson. Mark West i 41 and West,
Mixon. Burlown. Mark Miller (3(, Rod.
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They're Playing In A Mobile Home
Robyn Burke (left) and Candy Jackson are in Mobile, Ala., competing in the Southern Closed Junior Tennis Championships
which began today. Both will compete in 16-and-under singles, and the pair, which won the Ky. high school doubles title earlier
this year, will team again for the Southern Closed. Staff Photo by Tony Whoa
Borg, Connors Favorites As Wimbledon Begins
By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
LONDON ( AP) — Bjorn
Borg, the ice cool Swede who
defends his Wimbledon title
for the second time this year,
gives the impression of being
entirely free from emotion,
but he says it's not true.
On court, Borg — who takes
on American Vic Amaya in the
opening match of the 1978
championships today gives no
clue to his feelings.
Yet Borg, only 22 and
aiming to become the first
man in 42 years to win three
consecutive Wimbledon title,
says he is a perfectly normal
guy off the court. "Of course I
have emotions," he says. "I
just don't want to show the
other guy that I have them."
More than anything else,
Borg wants to retain his
Wimbledon title.
"It was the happiest
moment of my life when! won
for the first time," he said.
"When I was a kid, I dreamed
of winning Wimbledon. When
you win that last point you feel
so happy. I want that feeling
again this year."
But Borg realizes it vf.11 not
be easy. "If I can stir/lye the
first two rounds I will be more
confident," he says.
His main rival, according to
all the experts, is American
Jimmy Connors, who meets
young ,New Zealander Jeff
Simpson today.
The pundits here are finding
it harder to look any further
than Connors, back in superb
form after a recent illness, or
Borg, to win the men's singles.
Not so in the women's event.
Chris Evert, are No. 1 player
in the world, is favored for the
title. But she was beaten in
tremendous battle by Martina
Navratilova - second seed at
Wimbledon - in the final of the
Eastbourne international
tournament on Saturday.
Evert had two match points in
the .final set before
Navratilova won 6-4, 4-6, 9-7.
Defending champion
Virginia Wade, who has. the
benefit of playing in front of
her home crowd, cannot be
discounted- even though she is
out of form at the moment.
Wade was beaten by
Australian Wendy Turnbull at
Eastbourne and Turnbull
must be another player with a
chance.
Two players who have had
their fair share of titles are
Billie Jean' King and
Australia's Evonne
Goolagong.
King, looking for a record
20th title at Wimbledon, could
be more likely to achieve that
aim in the doubles, but Cawley
can never be overlooked.
The women's competition
doesn't begin until Tuesday,
•
but some of today's matchups
are Brian Gottfried vs?Briton
John Lloyd; Guillermo Vitas
of Argentina vs. Ismail el
Shafei of Egypt; Ilie Nastase
of Romania vs. John Yuill of
South Africa, and Dick




Mel Purcell dropped a 6-4, 6-
4 decision to Michigan's Jeff
Etterbach in the round of 16 of
the Jackie Cooper Open tennis
tournament in Oklahoma City,
Okla., last Thursday.
In the first National Football
League championship game in
1933 between the Chicago Bears
and New York Giants, the win-





'I he Goodwar Promise On Auto Service...
• We do prolessional work • We do only the wo7'. you authorize
• We return worn-out parts • We honor our warrauty nationwide














$ 88PROTECTS MOVINGPARTS ENSURESQUIET OPERATION
• Complete. oti change
and chase. labr.cation •
E ,,,,,, 'smooth parlor
m•nce r•durr• thr
ch I larie • el....





















































Fan Belt And Hose Check
lakes
Only minutes
COSTS YOU ONLY FIVE
MINUTES AND NO CASH
• We insner I all cooling system
hoses and engine fan belts • We
recommend replacement parts III




and 4 Tire Rotation
5ss
1 Additional parts and




• Enspect and rotate all 4 tires • Set caster,
amber, and toe-in to factory specifications
• Inspect suspension and, ,'g system
• Most I S. cars - some importS4 _
Engine iiineitUp










88 is x 7.5
• Meets or exceeds every







Ask.Us About Our Nationwide Limited
11111111. Warranty clu Aisle Service
-•,
Gender-1w Resetting 0 tearer Smarm
41113; Of tire, olluv isms/ to hoi Our Own Luatonyu
Credit Plan • t.I•sier I:harite • Rank Alltertrani • A IVIrinCiif,
Expr..k Card • ( ..rt• filar. h. • '11.11 • C Afth
Mgr. Robert IL Roidedph, Jr


















Includes parts and labor - y extra Oar's
tor air tlaradttIOned cars Electronic ignition
cars 54 less
14161.PS ENSURE BETTER GAS
MILEAGE AND PERFORMANCE
• Electronic engine, charging, and
starting system analysis • Install
new points, plugs, condenser. rotor
• set dwell and timing • Adjust car-
buretor for. economy • Includes Dat-









all 13 .5. new Lar
specifications.
Ask for our 104 Battery Power CAW
Sale I nth Sal. Night
?,•014't
GOODAEAR
For more good years in your car
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Cincinnati Reds pitcher Fred
Norman says he wishes
Friday night's 1-0 setback to
the Los Angeles Dodgers had
been more one-sided.
-These kind of games are
hard to take," said Norman, a
one-time Dodger. don't like
titem. There's nothing to learn
from this kind of game. When
you get crushed, then you
might learn something. Not
when you get beat 1-0."
Norman, 8-4, worked the
first seven innings before
giving way to Doug Bair, who
blanked the Dodgers in the
eighth.
National League
The Dodgers managed only
seven hits off Norman, but one
of them was Steve Garvey's
ninth home run of the season
in the sixth inning for the only
run of the game.
The winning pitcher, Los
Angeles right-hander Burt
Hooton, said after the game
that he decided to concentrate
on getting batters out instead
of worrying about whether he
was pitching properly.
"It gets frustrating," said
Hooton. "I had my mind on
mechanics rather than on th!..,
batters and it didn't work very
well." In his previous four
starts, he was nailed for 29 hits
and 14 runs.
But Friday night, he gave up
only a first-inning Angle to
Pete Rose, a fifth-liming
single to Cesar Geronimo and
a ninth-inning double after two
were out by Dan Driessen.
The victory kept the third-
place Dodgers 51/2 games
behind San Francisco in the
National League West. The
Reds, losing only the second
time in nine outings, fell two
games behind the Giants.
In a nationally televised
game today, Don Sutton, 6-6,
will start for Los Angeles
'while Tom Hume, 2-6, pitches
for Cincinnati in the second
contest of a three-game series.
"I hope this is a shot in the
arm for the whole ball club,"
said Hooton, now 6-6. "As big
as this series is starting out to
be, I'm very pleased with my
performance: It just might
have been one of the better





*Unbelievable Savings on all
in stock items!







Watch this space for
more info TOMORROW
Lasorda said, "With the ex-
ception of one inning, Burt
was completely in command
and he maintained his stuff
throughout. Burt needed
something like this. To shut
out a great team like Cin-
cinnati is really something."
Hooton and Norman battled
through five scoreless innings
before Garvey unloaded with
one out in the sixth. It was his
second homer of the year off
the Cincinnati left-hander.
Hooton's only trouble spot
was the fifth inning when
Geronimo opened with a
single and Junior Kennedy,
playing in place of the injured
Joe Morgan, walked. Don
Werner bunted, but Garvey
was able to make the play on
Geronimo at third. Hooton
then got out of it by striking
out Norman and inducing
Bose to ground out.
"As it turned out, it was the
big play," said Garvey. "It
was a good bunt, really, I was
surprised when Steve
(Yeager) yelled 'third!' I just
whirled and threw.
"We have to make those
kind of plays. We must be
aggressive. We've got some
guys out," Garvey added,
alluding to Reggie Smith and
Rick Monday.
Giants 9-4, Braves 3-8
The Giants magnificent
pitching — mainly reliever
Randy Moffitt — fell apart in
the 11th inning of the second
game. Dale Murphy singled
and, after a sacrifice and an
intentional walk, Cito Gaston
singled, loading the bases.
Jerry Royster's two-run single
to center, Rowland Office's
run-scoring single and Gary
Matthews' two-run double
sent Moffitt to the showers and
the Giants down to defeat.
John Montefusco six-hit
Atlanta in the first game and
got home-run backing from
Bill Madlock and Mike Sadek,
plus Jim Dwyer's three RBI
on a pair of singles.
Phillies 4, Cubs 2
Greg Luzinski's two-run
homer in the first inning off
sore-armed Chicago ptiching
ace Rick Reuschel and Larry
Christenson's seven-hit
hurling gave Philadelphia a
four-game sweep of their
series with the Cubs.
Cardinals 7, Expos 5
Garry Templeton of St.
Louis gaveth and then tooketh
away.
In the top of the seventh
inning he turned Warren
Cromartie's two-out grounder
into an error which enabled
Montreal to tie the game 5-5.
In the bottom of the inning,
though, he followed Steve
Swisher's single with a tie-
breaking double. Templeton
then stole third and continued
home on catcher Ed Herr-
mann's wild throw.
Padres 6-7, Astros 1-4
Dave Winfield and Oscar
Gamble teamed to drive in
seven runs in San Diego's
twinbill sweep.
Paschall Wins
Martin Paschall fired an
even-par 144 to capture the




Colley failed to make the
championship flight, but won
the first flight with a 150.
Nicky Ryan of Murray
placed third in the second
flight with 161.
*ATTENTION 'A'
WE WILL BE CLOSED
ALL DAY
JUNE 30 and JULY 1ST
FOR INVENTORY




The Boston Red Sox did
everything right at home and
won. So what else is new?
They've won 14 of their last 16
games, 24 of their last 30, and
sport a 33-6 record at cozy
Fenway Park.
For contrast, we have the
Seattle Mariners, who did
almost nothing right on the
road Sunday... and won
anyway
While the Red Sox have been
making a runaway of the
American League's East
Division race, Seattle has
been running away with the
bottom spot in AL W4st. But
Sunday, the Marinerix over-
came seven-count 'em seven -
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Eric Clark, whose over-
powering Indiana All-Stars
included 7-foot-1 Wallace
Bryant and 6-10 Landon
Turner, knew who he wanted
to have control of the ball
when Kentucky chopped a 15-
point Hoosier lead to six with
four minutes remaining.
The Indiana stars, trailing
most of the first half, blew out
the visiting Kentucky team in
the second period Saturday
night and took a 73-58 lead
with less than seven minutes
remaining.
But Kentucky, led by Mr.
Basketball Doug Schloemer Of
Covington Holmes, whittled
the margin to 77-71 and had
Indiana rattled with a full-
errors in recording a 10-8
victory over the Milwaukee
Brewers for their sixth victory
in the last seven games.
In other AL games, Texas
blanked California 7-0,
Oakland beat Kansas City 6-3,
New York downed Detroit 4-2,
Minnesota swept Chicago 8-5
and 9-6, and Toronto topped
Cleveland 2-1 before losing the
second game 3-2.
"They battled back after
seven errors and scored 10
runs," said Brewers left-
handed Bill Travers, speaking
of Seattle. "We rnight.not have
scored without the errors.
Give them credit."
Everyone is giving the Red
Sox credit for their 50-21 start
court press.
That's when I thought that
I'd better get us in the delay
game;"- said Clark, "and if
there's anybody better in that
situation than Jack Moore, I'd
like to see him.
Moore, the smallest player
on either team at 5-9, took
charge, darting through and
around his much taller — and
slower — defenders. Just as he
did in leading Muncie Central
to the Indiana high school
championship, it was Moore's
shooting and ballhawking —24
points a week earlier at
Louisville and 18 points
Saturday in an 86-78 win at
Market Square Arena — that
led Indiana to a sweep of this
year's two-game series.
and their 81/2-game lead over
the Yankees. Boston's 4-1
victory over the Baltimore
Orioles Sunday completed a
sweep of the weekend set and
American League
ma-Ated the Ilth triumph of
the year for mike Torrez.
Rangers 7, Angels 0
Mike Hargrove's three-run
double and Toby Harrah's
two-run single capped a six-
run Texas fifth inning and
backed a seven-hitter by Dock
Medich as the Rangers moved
into first place in the AL West.
(AP) — It was Mardi Gras,
Oktoberfest and New Year's
Eve all wrapped into one as
Argentina began a four-year
reign today as the world's
soccer champions.
The country's 25 million soc-
cer fans poured onto the
streets and cheered their
hearts out after the team took
the final match and the World
Cup title in a drama-packed 3-
1 overtime victory over
Holland.
The win meant more to Ar-
gentina than just a sports title.
Through four years of effort,
$700 million in stadium in-
vestments, and a vibrant
young team, Argentina
changed part of its image
abroad not only as a soccer
power but as a developing
nation.
It took the Argentines seven
breaking home run in
Oakland's two-run seventh,
then added an insurance ii.B1
in the two-run ninth that
cemented the A's' victory over
Kansas City and knocked the
Royals from the top spot in the
West.
Yankees 4, Tigers 2
Thurman Munson drove in
two runs while Graig Nettles
and Chris Chambliss and RBI
singles in the two run fifth that
broke a tie and led New York
past Detroit.
Twins 8-9, White Sox 5-6
Roy Smalley hit a home run
and two doubles in Min-
games to reach the final of the
month-long tournament. And
the last match, played over
the roar of 77,000 spectators,
was fittingly the most
dramatic.
At the end of a cham-
pionship marked by defensive
play arid few individual stars
of the magnitude of Pete or
Johann Cruyff, the Argentines
squared off against the goal-
maldng machine of Holland.
The Dutch had scored more
goals than any other team and
had a roster that included
eight veterans from their
luckless 1974 Cup final against
West Germany.
But Argentina came
through with the goals when
they counted and fin Ily
provided a hero to a
nament which had none.
His name was Mario Kern-
nesota's opening-game
triumph, then added a grand
slam homer to help the Twins
win the nightcap and complete
a double-header sweep of
Chicago.
Blue Jays 2-2, Indians 1-3
Roy Howell's RBI single
capped a two-run Toronto
eighth inning and carried the
Blue Jays to victory in the
opener. Then Rick Wise
helped pitch Cleveland to
victory in the nightcap to
achieve the distinction of
having beaten every team in
the major leagues at least
once over his career.
Pea, a husky 23-year-old with a
shaggy black mane of hair,
whose gift is to score with his
left foot.
Kempes booted in two of Ar-
gentina's three goals.
His technique: to slither
through the defense on the
front edge of the goal area and
force in cannonball shots.
If the goalie punches them
out on his first try, Kempes
comes back for more,
scooping up the ball for a
second attempt.
Kempes gave Argentina the
lead in the first half when his
low kick got past Dutch
goalkeeper Jan Janbloed.
The Dutch tied it with only
nine minutes remaining in
regulation time when sub-
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Stock up now for all your recording
needs! Buy one cassette and get the
second FREE—no limit Record music to
take with you on summer trips, to the
beach, on picnics Make live recordings
of summer events, concerts, family
gatherings Take advantage of this cas-
sette tape bargain now—the more you
buy, the more you'll save, Buy 'em by the
case and save up to $13 14 (C-90)I Sale
ends 6 '30/78
RADIO SHACK OWNS AND OPERATES 21 ELECTRONICS FACTORIES'
Olympic Plaza
12th Street












PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
































bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 32.40. Fast service.
,ittriera ft, 118 South 12th.,
53-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
It's A-Saet
Free Gift Wrapping 1






Jesus said to his
disciples in Luke 11:10,
-For every one that
asketh recieveth ; and he
that seeketh findeth:
and to him that knocketh
it shall be opened." Who
are Christ's disciples?
Read John 13:34 & 35 or
see the definition for
disciple. Bibly study and
answers anytime. 759-
4600.
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6 Help Wanted
ACT NOW, be a Gateway
Home Decorator in your
area. No investment,




and Wednesday, June 27
and 28, 10-12 and 1-5.
PHONE SOLICITORS
needed Saturday only,
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 753-7861.
CALLOWAY COUNTY




for 1978-79 school year.
Applications can be











my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
Must have own tran-
sportation and willing to
do light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.





for a records clerk. This
• is 'a part-time position
with work hours












Part days end port nigkts aid
attenuate SalMays. Apply et
Misyselys id Murray. Bel.Ait




I'D CRACK UP .iNSTEAD
I FEEL AS THOU6H
I'VE ,1,LATUeEf?





South 13th., Phone 753-
3128





LOST: PAIR of glasses in



































people, good typist with
bookkeeping knowledge.
Hours 8-5 five days per
week. Send resume in
own handwriting to, Box













Aides, full or part-time,
all shifts. Apply in
person at West View
Nursing Home.
THERE'S 'OUR MOTHER
























TylAkritc.9 ir4Vell'OUT I dROwSED

















Full time day shift
cook. Apply in person
at Long John Silvers
AMWAY
DISTRIBUTORS
needed in Murray area
for full details on this
business opportunity
write Rae Borgarding,








time. 753-3763 for ap-
pointment only.
IMMEDIATE OPEN-
INGS-Will hire 3 this
month. Looking for
trainees, 17-25 years old,
for immediate openings
to learn welding, metal-
working, and general
machanics. Excellent
starting pay and regular
raises. No experience
but must be self starter
and will to learn. Should









1502) 753-6439 for ap-
pointment. THE NAVY.
ITS NOT JUST A JOB,
ITS AN ADVENTURE.




$100 OR MORE weekly
mailing circulars. For
free details, D. L.
Buford, 4365 St. Charles--
Ct.. Paducah, KY 42001.
15. Articles For Sale
SIX RICKS of wood and
wood stove complete,
6th house on left past








WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
.1151.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.






Full balance '220 16 '339 00






MONEY TO LOAN for.
f arms, business con-
struction, real estate,
venture capital and
start ups. Any worth
while project con-
sidered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-






14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
WANT TO buy used Gym




stroller, in good con-
dition. Call 753-0491.
15 Articles For Sale
SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, onodel 559,
$44.95, mode( 552, $89.95,
model 553. $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware $49. Call 759-




pci ed op by the Stow







mower, 3 years old, self- '
propelled, self-starter.
See Dewey Smother-.




















boat, 16 42 ft., 175 hor-
sepower Evinrude,
Brown and gold metal
flake. Call 753-8647.
15 FT. 7 in. bass boat, 50
horse motor and trailer.
Two Browning A-5
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
759-4938 after 5 p.m.
CRUISING SAILBOAT,
21' Luger, Holsclaw




40 H. P. JOHNSON 1512'










Marine and Auto. Bob
Cook, 317 N. 4th. 767-
4386 or 759-1161.
115 JOHNSON outboard
motor with power, tilt,
and trim, less than 200
hours, $1250. 436-5680.
'FOR SALE, 15' 5"
fiberglass boat with
.... deep and wide body,
$100. Call 436-5857.
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5t6
FOR SALE: brown
leather living room suit,
coffee table and end
tables. Also two extra
chairs. Phone 753-8963.
MARBLE TOP dresser
with mirror for sale. 100
years old. Call 753-0271
afternoons.







wood top, $185. Twin
beds, caned head and









(Mini) dryer. Ideal for
trailer or small space,




Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE tobacco and








Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
SUPER A FARMALL
ttactor and all equip-
ment, 753-4418 after 8
p.m.
NEED GRAIN BINS,
don't buy from anyone
until you get our quote.




SAIL BOAT, Hurley 21'
twin keel cruise with
new sails-Call 1606)
269-7942 between 10 and
2 EST.












WANT TO RID your
home of all insects
paermanently? ' Money
back guaranteed. Call 1-
901-479-2132.
26 TV Radio
DO NOT BE mislead, we
will meet any local price
on Zenith products.
Your Zenith dealer for
Murray- and Calloway
County, Tucker TV




stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's




lowest prices and 1 year
free service on all color
TV's. Shop around, then
come see Sisson Zenith,
19 miles west of Murray,
on Hwy. 94. 382-2171.
,WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
666 three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
('all 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
27 Mobile Home Sales
71' ARMOUR DOUBLE
wide trailer for sale. 759-
1219 until 3, 713-1337
after 5.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER TO RENT,





Available July 15 Call
753-4726.
MOBILE HOMES and









753-6869 or write P. 0.
Box 326, Murray, KY
42071.
31 Want To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
3 bedroom house. Call
753-3861.






NOW LEASING new 2
bedroom • duplex
apartment, central heat





clean and neat, utilities
paid, no children or pets.
Working man or man
and wife, $80 per month.
Call 753-1739 or see at 108
S. 10th.
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man








central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.
34 Houses for Rent
PANAROMA SHORES-
Lake front home for
lease. 3 bedroom-2
baths. Owner looking for
mature couple only. $300









per month. Phone 1-901-
642-7220.







COWS WITH calves for
sale. See Charles
Hodges, Rt. 1, Far-
mington, 489-2i.
38. Pets • Supplies
FOR 11 , pon oun
old fashioned long
eared, blackr and tan
female, 8 months old.
Dual registered with A.
K. C. and U. K. C.
Champion Bloodline.
Perfect for hunting this
fall. Must sell, moving.




females, $100 each. 2'-





pets. Call 642-6742 or 782-
3732.
39 Poultry Supplies
25 LAYING HENS, $1 a
piece. 753-4418 after 8
p.m.
40 Produce
FOR SALE, June apples,





home. This is located in









has new carpeting and
decorating. Look at this
and make an offer. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,




those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged







Lake. Home has at-
tractive kitchen-den
combination, lovely
fireplace in the living
room, new wall-to-wall
carpeting, new drapes
and a sharp new look
throughout. Priced at
only $14,500. Don't delay





her shirfe...Have your 3
acres and house up to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
building besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and









With The Friendly Touch-
Where The Living Is
Easy.. .1 Acre, L2 miles
from Murray, 2
bedroom V. home.
One stall hWrse barn,
horse lot, area for
dogs, excellent garden
area. plus 20 apple
trees, grape arbor,
and lots of shade trees.
Priced Right To Go!
Mid 30's. Boyd-Majors




On beautiful Lake Barkley, five minutes by boat
from Barkley 1,odge. One of the most unique and
scenic locations anywhere from this Panoramic
peninsula. Choice waterfront lots avaiable at


























































































































































































MARKET and in that
demand area of park
and shopping., living
room with fireplace, 4
bedrooms, economic gas
heat. Priced in the 30's.
Reach for the phone







Uncle retr, %miring um.,
A CAREFUL BUYER'S
DREAM - Get ready to
move into 'one of
Murray's sharpest and
most spacious homes.
This house has three




heat and central air, a
private patio and an
intercom for something
extra. It would be our
pleasure to show this




IT AIN'T necessarily so
that good things must




owners... large lot in
East School District.





5271468 - 753 9825
:AQ0, r 0, cu
NEW LISTING in New
Providence. Older home








The Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, 759-1707.




home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of
Murray. Home has




Heat Pump, all modern
conveniences plus a
rustic, comfortable
design add up to a
pleasant life style for
you. Doift-let this op-
portunity pass you buy.





2 acres of all day
southern exposure,
$3000. West on Hwy 464,









SELL? If you've been
thinking of selling why




from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us




make buying and selling





With The Friendly Touch"
BOYD-MAJORS has a
staff of trained people
ready to help you sell
your property. We
know how to estimate
the price of your home
and advertise it to at-
tract the best buyer
possible. We arrange




Call us today-It's The
Smart Way To Sell!
Boyd-Majors Real




Monday-Friday- 7 : 30-2 :30 Saturday 7 :30 til 5: 00
Price Hair cut $1.50 Price Shave $1.25
Call 753-3685.
DEALERS WANTED
Get in on the _boom and earn big divi-
dends! We are now taking applications'-o--
for dealers for steel buildings and grain
bin systems
For more information write:
AGRA-STEEL CORP.71 1,
P 0. Box 10310 • Kansas City. Mo. 84111 AGRA
COAL. OM 13 9 - 2 2 9 1 "41,`T.k,Z 1. MIL
, .immkg1716, cmssinED
ESTABLISHEDBUSINESS
located in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a








to Sycamore Murray, ly
"AS DAY BREAKS."
listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with plenty
of space-3 acre mini-
farm-located southwest.
Priced in the 20's. Call





duplex located just off 94 East
only minutes from Murray.
Mos 2 bedrooms each side, ap-
proximately 1950 sq. ft., will
to will carpets and built-in
appliances. Good income
property. Priced at $31,500.
Want I% Acres? Then take
a look at this home located on
641 N. just minutes from
town. Nice wooded loti Three
BR Brick and Stone. Large
porch and Patio. Lots of





four bedroom, 21/2 bath
home on Main Street





fireplace with gas logs,




10 closets. This home is
sure to be a pleasant
surprise! Let us show it
to you. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. r
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 BUICK Limited,
loaded with extras, very
clean and sharp, has




FOR SALE, 1966 Ford
pick-up truck, good tires
runs good, $300. Call 437-
4394.
1974 LTD Country Squire
Station Wagon. All
power and air. In extra
good condition with new
tires. $1750.00. Phone 1-
354-6217.





ALL YOU could ask for in





carport plus 20x12 block
building with utility
service all on a nice lot.
Near East School and





Sem ing a morl distincti% I '
Bill 01 Fare...
• • 4.-• 1
• • •
.4;
A verv unique breakfast Menu,
20 different sandwiches, choke
steaks. dinners. seafood, the
biggest chef salads anywhere
20 varietes of fine imported tea.
plus mans other great things
logo overboard kir!
. THE" /1()T()INI PAR T1
US 641 North-
  Murray , Ky. •
6 491 III 10141 WENDS 1 THHI THI H`410.4 1
6 491 111 MIDNIR.IIT 11411)45 AND 9.411 RDAI
7 4M ill to rm o' 4(4()4
Protesstunal Services
With The Friendly Touch"
Make The World Go
Away...With 14 acres,
has, perfect wooded
building site, plus 10
acres in crop, (seller's
share goes to new
owner). Shade, open
land, creek, near city,




44. Lots For Sale
10 LAKE LOTS-on Blood
River Bay,. All near
waterfront, 100 x 200,
power line, running
water, school bps and
mail route $3000 each,
10 per cent down. Call
43022477.
LOT NO. 121 at Anderson
Shores. Lot is 75 ft. wide
by 150 ft. deep. Contact
Dr, J. L. Keller, 204 S,
Mill Street, Pin-
ckneyville, IL 62274, or
phone (618) 357-9715
COLLECT.
"IT'S TIME CONGRESS -CAME TO
THE AID OF 7EOPLE WHO HAVE
SLEEPING PROBLEMS."
45. Farms For Sale
FARM FOR SALE. 47
acres, 40 acres now in
beans. Excellent
location near Benton on
Mayfield Hwy. Phone
527-8374 or 753-3976.
46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE -
located on nice street in
Murray, 2 bedroom,












some work to be done on
1 1 4 lot at 607 Sycamore.
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690.
3-1 12. CARPETED,




HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. 3 bedroom, 1 12
baths, living room, den
with dining area, kit-
chen with built-in stove,
utility room. Fenced
back yard with tool shed




C.R. 250 CC HONDA dirt
bike, good condition,
$350. Call 753-0224.




CB, 400 Super Sport, 4
cycle, low mileage, with
extras, $1295. Days call
753-5688 or 7534591.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1977 YAMAHA X5500,
1000 'miles. Must sell
soon. Call 753-6605.
BA CLISTOM CHOp-
PER 650 engine. New,
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew, a rigid frame, •
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden





TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 VOLKSWAGON
Super Beetle 2 new
tires, new battery, good
condition, $1950. Call
759-4711.
FOR SALE, 1974 Old-
smobile Royale, power




blue, 4 dbor, excellent
condition, air, power
steering and brakes,
good looking. Call 767-
4302 or 7534666.
49 Used Cats & Trucks
FOR SALE 1973 Datsun
610 wagon with factory
air, AM W-tape. Low
mileage. $1795 Call 753-
0011 after 5 p.m.
1958 DODGE pick-up
truck. Runs fine. Will





steering, 5100 miles. 642-
9284 days, 642-6294
nights.
1971 GMC pickup, long
. wheel base, good con-
dition. Call 753-1208.





$3100. Call 435-4383 after
6 p.m.
FOR SALE, '67 Ford
pickup, new tires, ex-
cellent condition, has CB
and FM conserter (also








Call 753-2266 or 759-4683.
1962 PICKUP, half-ton
with new camper top.
Call 753-6471. ,
FOR SALE - 1976 280Z,
good condition. Call 442-
2426.
1973 TORINO WAGON,
low mileage, like new,
excellent condition,












NEW 1978 3/4 Ion heavy
duty Chevy van. V-8,
automatic, power
steering and brakes, air
conditioner, radio, and
many other extras, 500
miles. Phone -53-2571 or
753-1798.
FOR SALE, 1915 Chevy,
$100. Call 753;271.
FOR SALE or :rade, 1969
Ford Pick-Ur Call 753-
7271 or 759-416.
1965 CHEVROLET truck
with 1975 427 motor. 32'
log trailer, good con-
dition. $4500. Call 489-
2334.
1976 COBRA II Mustang,





Has 8 track stereo, C.B ,
AM -FM radio.
television, speakers
front and rear, couch






sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,




dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310





roofs sealed., Call Jack











Sears 753-2310 for free
' estimates.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.









tank, gravel and dirt





repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
51. Services Offered
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
BYARS BROTHERS &








kinds, good plants that
were planted later.
25' for $ plants.
3 Geraniums for '1.
Hoffmon's
Nursery
1 kiii., ..0 on 94 lest, Murray.
A TO Z Construction
home building and
remodeling. Repairs of
all kinds. No job too big
or too small. Call 437-
4338.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John






6471 after 4 pin.-
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field





DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate.





No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we









exterior. Also dry wall




troducing - new vinyl
siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and















Large (30"x36") $37, X
Large (36" square) $45.
Made on order, down
payment required.
Contact Gerald
Waldrop, 1624 Olive, or
phone 753-1712.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-
















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,












TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,










FIVE KITTENS to be
given away, regular
barn cats. Call 753-6315.
FREE KITTENS, grey





New building soon to be under construction, in
prime location with OFFICE and RETAIL space-
available for leasing. If interested call...
753-7618 after 5:00
FOR SALE
Two desks, 4' x 8' Mirrors, filing cabinet, Karate
Equipment, lockers, neon sign, display cases. Many
unusual items.
t-- Call 753-2594 after 6 p.m.
I I 
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate






(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
Taber's Body Shop













Neese, garden, net*, sewer
power wed concrete tools said
etc.
753-5703
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resident of Murray Route
Five, New Providence
community, -died Saturday at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
85 years of age and was a
resident of 924 Riggins Street,
Paris, Term.
The deceased was a
member of the Church of
Christ. Born Dec. 7, 1892, in
Henry County, Term., he was
the son of the late George W.
Linville and Adeline Halstead
Linville. He was married Dec.
25, 1913, to the former Bessie
B. Taylor and she survives.
Mr. Linville is survived by
his wife; two daughters, Mrs.
Sue Salmon and Mrs. Dot
Barton, both of Paris, Term.;
one son Garvin Linville,
Coloma, Mich.; three sisters,
Mrs. Mary Pflueger, Paris,
Tenn., and Misses Mavis and
Mabel Linville. Buchanan,
Tenn.:one brother, Joe Lin-
yule, Royal Oak, Mich.; seven
grandchildren; thirteen great
grandchildren.
The funeral was held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
LeDon Chapel Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Term., with
Bro. John Dale of Murray





To Be On Tuesday
Mrs. Eugene !Bessie
Paschall of Murray Route
One, Coldwater community,
was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield, on Sunday
at 3:15 a.m. She was 75 years
of age.
She was a member of the
Coldwater Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 28, 1903, in
Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late Willis
David Manning and Shirley L
Harrison Manning. .
Mrs. Paschall is survived by
her husband, Eugene
Paschall, Coldwater; step-
mother. Mrs. Bessie Good,
Hopkinsville; two daughters,
Mrs. Claude Jessie 'I Hill,
Mayfield, and Miss Dorothy
Jean Paschall, Coldwater;
two sons, Dudley D. Paschall,
Murray Route One. and J. D.
Paschall, Armington Route




The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
William Strong officiating and
Jimmy and Linda Wilson
providing the music and song
service.
Pallbearers will be James
Salomon, Mike Lee, Gene
Taylor, Jimmy Paschall, John
W. Baker, and Jean Crawford.
Burial will follow in the
Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.







Mrs, Nelle Ross Tayloe
Simmons 4-Memphis, Tenn.,
died Saturday evening at the
Baptist Memorial hospital,
Memphis, after a short illness.
She was the wife of Chester
Simmons, formerly of
Murray.
The deceased was an active
member of the First Baptist
Church- in Memphis and
through the years was in-
strumental in the establish-
ment of many of the church
programs and activities.
Other memberships included
Kings Daughters, the Surrunitt
Club, and the Memphis Opera
Guild.
Survivors include her
husband; two sons, John C.
Simmons, Jr., San Francisco,
Calif., and Dan W. Simmons,
Boulder, Colo.; three gran-
dchildren. Local survivor--
include Audrey W. Simmons.
Mrs. Hilton Williams, an,i
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being he d
today at two p.m. at the Fu st
Baptist Church, East Pal It-
way, Memphis, Tenn., w.th
burial to follow at Memphis.
Al C. Koertner Is
Dead At Age Of 73;
Rites Held Today
Al C. Koertner. former Gulf
Oil distributor here, died
Saturday at 1:45 p.m. at his
home. 1631 College Farm
Road, Murray. He was 73
years of age and was preceded
in death by his wife,
Margaret, on March 25 of this
year.
Mr. Koertner was a member
of the St. Leo's Catholic
Church, and was born Nov. 21,
1904, in Louisville.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Joe Ann)
Mikez, Mayfield; one son,
John Koertner, Leavenworth,
-4.1(ansas: seven grandchildren.
The funeral was held this
morning 'af-eleven o'clock at
St. Leo's Catholic Church with
the Rev. Martin Mattingly
officiating.
Pallbearers were John
Resig, Ed Fenton, Robert
Rowan, Jimmy Sullivan, Bill
Fandrich, Pete Panzera, and
Dr. John Quartermous. Burial
was in the Murray City
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
The family requested that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the J.
U. Kevil Center. Ma
Final Rites Held
For G. R. Dixon
The funeral for George
Roscoe Dixon of Murray
Route Seven was held Sunday
at one p.m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Erwin Darnell
officiating. The song service
was by Leland Peeler and
Marilyn Walker with Richard
Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were Mike
Dixon, Terry and Doug
Berkley, and Dave, Bill and
Lacy Calhoun.. Burial was in
the Lawrence Cemetery.
Mr. Dixon. age 80. Friday at
a.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. His wife,
Dewey, died in -1971.
He is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Howard
Wendt, Murray Route Seven.
Mrs. Edison Berkley and Mts.
Ray Berkley, East PeoriL-
Ill.; three sons, Charles,
Westland. Mich.. James,
Murray Rcrute Seven. and





Mrs. Ina Lee Knight, former
resident of Aurora, now of
Calvert City Route Two, died
Sunday at 7:12 p.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. She was 81 years of
age and a member of the
Walnut Street Baptist Church,
Benton.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Nora Webber,
Illinois, Mrs. Helen Spranger,
Virginia, Mrs. Sue Gammell,
Florida, and Mrs. Jessie Lee
Powell, Calvert City Route
Two; three sons, James Allen
Knight and William Knight,
Benton, and Charles Robert
Knight, Florida; one sister,
Mrs. Lena Calhoun, Benton




The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Larry Cross officiating. Burial
will follow in the Union Ridge
Cemetery. near Aurora.
Friends may call at the





Hugh V. Edwards of
Paducah died Sunday at ten
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 65 years of
age and a retired employee of
the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Mr. Edwards was born July
30, 1912, to Jeff Edwards, who
survives and the late Edith
Woodall Edwards. He was a
member of the Hardin-
Berkley Lodge No. 567 Free
and Accepted Masons,
Eastern Star, and Union 181
Operators Engineers.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ella Ernestberger
Edwards, Paducah; father,
Jeff Edwards, Dexter; two
sons, Terry D. EdWards,
Dexter, and Donald H.
Edwards, Paducah; one
sister, Mrs. Kathleen "Prowler,"
McDaniel, and one brother, 
"1 
Clinton Edwards, both- of
Dexter; five grandchildren;
four step grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Jerry Barron officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Stewart Cemetery in Calloway
County.





County boy drowned Saturday
night while wading in Pisgah
Bay in Kentucky Lake, ac-
cording to Lyon County
Deputy Coroner Larry Oliver
Jeffery Lee Hester, 15, of
3504 Mud Lane was wading
with friends on a sandbar
when he stepped into a dropoff
about 8:15 p.m. Oliver said
The body was recovered at
12 : 40 a.m. yesterday by the
Marshall County Rescue
Squad.
Hester was a ninth-grade
student.
Survivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery
L. Hester Jr., three sisters,
Lanette, Patricia and Cluiste
Hester; three brothers, Robie.
Timothy and Tony Hester,
grandparents. Mrs. Hattie
Hester and Mr. and Mrs.
George B. Masters; and a
great-grandmother, Mrs.
Velva Hester.
The funeral will be at 2 p.m.
Wednesday at Blue Lick
Baptist Church, Blue Lick
Road, with burial in Penn-
sylvania Run Memorial Park
Visitation will be a Arch L.
Heady Okolona Funeral
Home, 8519 Preston Highway.
from 5 p.m. today until noon
Wednesday, when the body




Dies At His Home
Here On Saturday
Donald J. Leitch -of 208
North Tenth Street, Murray,
died Saturday at 5:45 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 86 years of
age and a retired accountant.
The Murray man was a
member of the First
Presbyterian Church. Born
Sept. ft, 1891, in Cananda, he
was the son of the late Dooald
McMillian Leitch and Janet
Campbell Leitch.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Dorothea Jolly Leitch,
Murray', and one brother,
Stuart Leitch, Canada.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at six ,p m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Walter Mischke, Jr., and
the Rev. Dr. Henry McKenzie
officiating. Music was by
Margaret Porter and Maxine
Clark.
Burial will be in the Ashley
Cemetery at Ashley, Ohio.
ATTENTION *
WE WILL BE CLOSED
ALL DAY




1)05 Pogue '753 1481
Navy Aircrew Survival
Equipmentman Airman John
R. McCage, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. McCage of 1621
Keenland Drive, Murray, is on
an extended deployment in the
Western Pacific.
He is assigned to Tactical
Electronic Warfare Squadron
134 VAQ-134 ), based at
Whidbey Island Naval Air
Station, Oak Harbor, Wash.
This Squadron is embarked
aboard the aircraft carrier
USS Enterprise, currently
operating as a unit of the U. S.
Seventh Fleet.
During the cruise, VAQ-134
is scheduled to participate in
various training exercises
with other Seventh Fleet units
and those of allied nations.
Port yisits are scheduled in






electronic warfare ( jam-
ming)operations.
A 1975 graduate of Murray
High School, McCage joined




Calloway County Sheriff s
Department arrested to
Route 1, Murray juveniles
Sunday afternoon in con-
nection with the theft of a 1973
auto from Mid-Continent Auto
Sales at Almo Heights.
The youths, aged 11 and 12,
are charged with taking the
car from the Mid-Continent
car lot and later wrecking it at
Camelot Subdivision on U. S
641, a department spokesman
said.
The spokesman said the
youths attempted to turn into
Camelot Subdivision off U. S
641 and struck a post and sign
Kentucky - State Police
• assbited in the investigation.
the spokesman said.
Art Exhibit Now At
Local Library
An art exhibit from the
works of George Cox is now
being shown from June 22 to
July 3, at the Calloway Count)
Public library. All of these
works are acrylic paintings.
The most important corn-
portent of these paintings is the
shape-color relationship
within the composition.
Basically, the paintings are
monochromatic shapes placed
next to each other There is no
graduation in the works,
Instead, the illusion of 3-
dimensionality is created by
juxtaposing monochromatic
shapes varying in tonal gradat
on from light to dark. This
gives each work a fresh
composition of striking colors
Cox is a current graduate of
Murray State University with
a Bachelor of Fine Arts degrer
in Art Education.
A library spokesman has
Invited the public to come by
to see this art work during
regular library hours.
Ruth Kipp, 1001 Payne; Bess Thurrnaa
Kerlick, 1513 Cardinal Drive; Peggy
Nall Brldwell, Box'212, Route 2; Gerald
Hayes Duncan, Box 177, Route 6; Tom
Wells, 1508 Cardinal Drive; Linda Sue
Bonner, Route 5, Box 246.
Kelley Gene Woods, 1636 Catalina;
James Ronald Talent, 201 North 12th;
Clarie M. Benton, Route 8,
Gatesborough; Ann White Thompson,
1607 Hermitage; Patricia Doran
Weatherly, 1519 Canterbury; Codie
Eugene Jones, Route 1,- Box 135;
Dorothy June Crider, 416 South 9th;
Charles Howard Waters, 11 02
Mulberry; Carl Rogers, 1619 Kirkwood;
Calloway Board... 'Continued From Page One)
- Board members okayed a health
services contract with Calloway County
Health Department for assorted tests
and medical services throughout the
school year.
- School board members okayed a
school system application for $37,000 to
set up an on-the-job training and work
program for Calloway County High
students next fall.
- Board members learned the
school system's payroll will be con-
tinued on a once-a-month system. It
was previously thought school systems
would have to pay twice a month.
- Rose reported the system has
received funding for four new positions
in learning disabilities at a total of
$55,000. Rose also pointed out the
system has "verbal commitment" for
$45,000 from the state department of
education to buy non-food supplies for
the middle school cafeteria.
One Rollin Jon, Route 1, Highway
1270, Hazel; Charles Dwain Taylor,
Sherwood Forest.
Ben Allen Brumley, Fox Meadows
Trailer Court; Margie Louise Foster,
822 South 9th; Walter Lee Anperson,
1511 Chaucer; Lucille Outland Atkins,
Route 6, Box 280; Helen Louise Cerro!,
Route 1; Shirley Cross Boone, Route 7,
Box 4; Norman O'Neal Lane, 1601
Parklane, Edward Smith Cloys, Box 82,
Miller Street; Dee Robert Maness,
Route 1, Hazel.
Ruth Kesterson Calhoun, Route 7,
Highway 94; Durwood W. Beatty. 1662
College Terrace, Judith Howard
Carroll, 1905 Gatesborough; Shirley
Anne Winters, 1500 Glendale Road;
Wanda Arnett Watson, Route 7, Browns
Grove Road; Ruth Vivian Watkins, 802
Sunny Lane; Bernice Wisehart, 203
Woodlawn, Ted Cunningham, 11 00
Berkshire.
•altarratorallyaggersarairess.  
New Min Kentucky No Surprise To Crowd
By TOM EBLEN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Every time Marcia Bell came
on stage during the finals of
the Miss Kentucky Pageant,
about 40 of the spectators in
the crowded McCauley
Theatre went wild.
Each wearing a large pink
button with Miss Bell's picture
on it, they were confident that
their Miss Lake Cumberland
was a winner. And before the
Saturday night event was
over, the judges and everyone
else seemed to agree.
It was the 21-year-old
University of Kentucky coed's
second try for the Miss
Kentucky crown. Last year, as
Miss Lexington, she was
second runner-up.
But this time she was the
winner, alternating between
laughter and tears as last
year's Miss Kentucky, Karen
Gordon of Benton, placed the
crown on her head.
"Even when she was little,
she wanted to be Miss Ken-
tucky," said Miss Bell's
boyfriend, Chuck Postel. "And
ever since she was second
runner-up last year, she has
worked harder than ever."
Along with the title, Miss
Bell will receive a $1,400
scholarship, $1,000' to buy
clothes, a $1,500 wardrobe, a




Two members of the
Murray Civitan club par-
ticipated in Civitan Training
Academy at Elizabethtown on
June 23 and 24. They were
Larry Dunn and Wayne
Williams.
Dunn will become president
of the Murray Civitans on
October 1. Williams is
currently serving as sergeant
at arms of the Kentucky
district of Civitan Inter-
natiaI and TW been
reconlmended for Lieutenant
Governor in Area VI of
Kentucky for 1978-79.
John Emerson, persident of
Murray Civitans, announced
that other Civitans taking new
offices along with Larry Dunn




Mae Nix, sergeant at arms;
and Harmon Whitnell and
Wayne Williams as board
members.
Her next stop is the Miss
America Pageant in Atlantic
City, N.J. on September 9.
The first runner-up was
Miss Lexington, Carolyn
Jones. Miss Jones, a graduate
of Transylvania University,
received a $400 scholarship.
The second runner-up was
Miss Ashland, Valerie Ann
Metcalf. A University of
Kentucky sophomore
majoring in chemistry, she
received a $250 scholarship.
Third runner-up was Miss
Green River Valley, Lynne
Graham of Danville. She is a
freshman at Eastern Ken-




Federal State Market News Service
June 36, 19711
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes S Buying Stations
Receipts: ACT. 835 EST 450 Barrows &
Gilts $1.50-2.00 higher Sows 81.00-2.00
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs  147.50-47.75
US 1-3 300-240 lba.  547.25-47.50
US 2-4240-300 lha. 546.25-47.25
US 3-4 260410 lbs.  545.25-46.35
Sows
US 1-2 270-300th..  137.00.31.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs.  $3600-3700
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.  1311.00138.00
US I -3 506450 lbs.  $39.00-40.50
US 2-3 $35 00-38 00
Boars $28.00-31.00 mostly $3000
She received a $200 scholar-
ship.
The fourth runner-up was
Miss Louisville, Maura
Montgomery. She is a senior
dance major at the University
of Cincinnati. Miss Mon-
tgomery won a $150
scholarship.
Suzanne Smith, Miss Pike
County, won the Jo-Anne
Clark award for the best
talented non-finalist. The
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Do4t-yourselfers ...stop here first!
e .
SAVE UP TO 30%
ON OUR FINE PANELING
CASH & CARRY
Murray & Aurora
Don't Forget
TOLL FREE NO.!
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